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Ruling halts enforcement of draft law 
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - A federal 
judge veaterday barred the gov- 
ernment from enforcing a law that 
would deny education loans to stu- 
dents who have not registered for the 
draft. 
Saying the law was "likely" to 
violate students' constitutional rights 
against self-incrimination, U.S. Dis- 
trict Judge Donald Alsop issued a 
preliminary injunction in a lawsuit 
that draft reslsters and educators 
viewed as a national test case. 
One of the parties to the suit, the 
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union, said 
It would ask Alsop to set a date for a 
hearing at which ft would seek to have 
the injunction made permanent. 
The suit challenged the law signed 
by President Reagan last Sept 8. It 
required male students applying for 
tuition help to disclose whether they 
had registered for the draft, and pro- 
hibited them from receiving any fed- 
eral assistance unless they naa done 
"It takes no great stretch of the 
imagination to discern how plaintiffs' 
identification of themselves as non- 
registrants could incriminate them or 
provide a significant link in the chain 
of evidence tending to establish their 
L" Alsop wrote in hit 26-page 
"Enforcement of a law likely to be 
found unconstitutional is not in the 
public Interest," Alsop wrote. "The 
court finds that the public interest 
weighs in favor of the Issuance of the 
preliminary injunction sought by the 
In Washington, Selective Service 
spokeswoman Joan Lamb said the 
agency would have no official com- 
ment until it had a chance to review 
the ruling. 
Following passage of the law, the 
Department of Education announced 
in January rules for carrying out the 
measure. The rules were to take ef- 
fect in May and apply to student loans 
for the 1963-M school year. 
IN WASHINGTON, Rep. Gerald 
Solomon, R-N.Y., author of the re- 
quirement HnHnagfmjfmt aid to draft 
registration, said if the injunction 
becomes permanent, the Selective 
Service System would appeal it, and 
he felt confident the law would be 
upheld. 
"It isn't a question of lncrimina- 
tton," he told a reporter. "No one is 
being found guilty without a trial. We 
simply added a qualification for stu- 
dent aid. There are some 27 qualifica- 
tions." 
Alsop's ruling is binding in Minne- 
sota and will set a precedent for other 
Judges around the country, said Dan 
Lass, an attorney for the Minnesota 
Public Interest Research Group, 
which brought the case. The ruling, he 
said, is the first on the law. 
The plaintiffs in the case are six 
students- identified only as John Doe, 
Richard Roe, Paul Poe, Bradley Boe, Carl Coe and Frank Foe-represented 
Br the   Minnesota   Civil   Liberties 
nion and MPIRG. 
The students are sophomores and juniors who have received financial 
aid and would be unable to attend 
college without federal aid. Lass said. 
They sued the Selective Service, its 
director Maj. Gen. Thomas Tumage, 
and the Department of Education and 
its secretary, T.H. Bell. 
See RULING, page six 
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Greek marathon 
The Phi Kappa Tau Ninth Annual 
Basketball Marathon will be held 
tommorow from 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 
p.m. at the Student Recreation 
Center, Dave Cook, organizer of 
the fund raiser, said yesterday. 
The money raised will be do- 
nated to the Children's Resource 
Center, 1045 Koltz Rd., Cook said. 
"The center provides evaluation, 
treatment and guidance to families 
and children with behavioral, emo- 
tional and developmental prob- 
lems," Cook said. 
He added that events leading up 
to toe marathon have been going on 
all week with the voting of a queen 
taking place in the Union and spirit 
contests between the fraternities 
and sororities. 
With money donated by students 
for electing the queen and local 
business sponsors, Cook hopes to 
raise $1600 for the Children's Re- 
source Center. 
"In past years, this has been the 
largest, single-fraternity spon- 
sored event of the University and 
so far, with the participation of all 
the fraternities and sororities, wa 
have-item doing mil tal 
money," Cook said. 
Prizes will be given to the best 
players of Saturday's marathon 
and the queen will be chosen at 4 
p.m. Saturday afternoon. 
Weather 
Cloudy today with scattered snow 
flurries. High in the mid-30s. Clear- 
ing tonight with a chance of scat- 
tered snow flurries. Low in the low 
20s. 
Inside 
-The BG basketball team defeated 
Ball State 79-69 last night in Ander- 
son Arena. See page nine. Fired Up! Steve Peterson (left), Junior computer science major, cheers on the Falcon basketball team at last night's game with Randy Boyer, a sophomore education major. 
BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Law suit filed 
by fathers of 
crash victims 
The fathers of three men killed in an 
aircraft accident in Bowling Green 
last spring have filed a $14 million 
lawsuit against the father of the air- 
plane's pilot. 
Named as defendants in the suit 
Hied Tuesday in Lucas County Com- 
mon Pleas Court were Judge Ronald 
Lankenau, Napoleon; Eagle Nest Avi- 
ation, from which the Piper Cherokee 
140 involved in the accident was 
rented; and Piper Aircraft Corp., the 
manufacturer of the plane. 
Judge Lankenau's son, David, 23, 
was piloting the plane when it crashed 
into a Frazee Avenue apartment 
bufldme in an attempt to take off from 
Wood County Airport May 1, 1982. 
Lankenau and his three passengers, 
Richard Baker, 19, Michael Cochran, 
18, and Jeffrey Diemer, 21, were 
killed. 
An investigator's preliminary re- 
port released last month by the Na- 
tional Transportation Safety Board 
ruled the plane probably was over- 
loaded. 
PLAINTTFrs HV the suit are Dr. 
Philip Cochran and Robert Baker of 
Napoleon, and Richard Diemer of 
Holgate, serving as administrators of 
their sons' estates. 
The plaintiffs are claiming the pilot 
•was negligent in his operation ot the 
aircraft and in failing to warn the 
passengers it was overloaded. Judge 
Lankenau is being sued as the legal 
representative of his son's estate. 
They also claim Eagle Nest Avi- 
ation was negligent in failing to take 
the necessary steps to warn the pas- 
sengers of the overload. 
Piper Aircraft faces claims of neg- 
ligence involving the allegedly defec- 
tive nature of the manufacture and 
design of the aircraft and failure to 
warn (he passengers of those defects. 
Bowling Green competition supports high gas prices 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
staff reporter  
With the advent of what appears to 
be a break in the recession, gasoline 
prices in Ohio cities such as Colum- 
bus, Dayton and Toledo, continue to 
creep below the $1 mark - but in 
Bowling Green and other towns, gaso- 
line prices still remain as high as $1.13 
lion for regular self-serve gaso- 
The reason, according to some area 
gas station owners ana managers, is 
competition. 
"It's all a matter of competition," 
Harold Smith, manager of the Ex- 
pressway Sohio in Bowling Green, 
said Tuesday. But be added, his price 
has recently gone down to 99.9 cents 
per gallon. It was $1.03 until Wednes- 
day afternoon. 
Expressway Sohio is one of only a 
few stations in the city which has or is 
planning to set prices below a dollar 
In the near future. 
Dale Otley, owner of Dale's Shell 
Service in the city said he isn't sure 
why prices have remained so high in 
Bowling Green. He sells gasoline at 
his station for $1.09 at full-serve 
pumps and $1.03 at self-serve pumps. 
"I don't know why (gas prices are 
high)," be said. "Your guess is as 
good as mine." 
BUT OTLEY agreed competition 
does play a role in price determin- 
ation. He also said a city's size helps 
determine prices. 
"It's more competitive in the bigger 
cities than it is here," he said. 
But Otley said, he does see the 
potential for gasoline prices going 
below a dollar before too long. 
Other smaller towns have some of 
the same price inflation to deal with 
at many of their gas stations. 
Athens, Ohio falls victim to high 
gasoline prices at many of its pumps. 
Dale's Sohio, Athens, sells its regu- 
lar self-serve gas for $1.06 per gallon 
but a spokesman for the company 
said he didn't know why. 
"That's a real good question," he 
said. "You ought to ask the com- 
pany." 
Company spokesman. Randy Wal- 
thius said Standard Oil has nothing to 
do with how much a station owner 
charges. 
"Local gasoline prices are set by 
the dealer, not by the company, un- 
less it is a company-owned station." 
Bat he agreed gasoline prices 
largely are affected by the market. 
TRICES ARE set by the competi- 
tion situation in the given market, he 
said. 
Walthius also said since Reagan 
ended gasoline price controls nearly 
two years ago, the price of gas has 
gone down. But when the gas tax 
increases in April, Walthius said the 
prices) may go up again. 
"On the first of April, there will be a 
21 cent tax on every gallon of gaso- 
line," he said. Currently, the gas tax 
is 16 cents per gallon. 
A station in Athens that does sell 
gasoline for under a dollar is Shop- 
mart of Athens, a convenience mar- 
ket and gas station. 
Station manager Tom Burke said 
gasoline is selling at his station for 
99.4 cents per gallon. According to 
Burke, smaller Independent stations 
can afford to sell gasoline cheap be- 
cause oftentimes independents will 
join in to buy gas from suppliers in 
large quanities. 
Columbia Gas may have to refund 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The Ohio Office 
of Consumers' Counsel said yesterday 
Columbia Gas eventually will have to 
refund millions of dollars to consum- 
ers because of the utility's purchase 
of high-priced natural gas. 
Steve Sherman, a Consumers' 
Counsel lawyer, said he is optimistic 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Com- 
mission will rule in his group's behalf 
when it decides a case involving Co- 
lumbia Gas pricing policies. Sherman 
said the decision is expected in mid- 
April. 
"A year ago I would have said there 
is no way we're going to win before 
the commission,''Consumers' Coun- 
sel legal director Margaret Samuels, 
said7'Now, I think it's a little hard to 
tell" 
A Columbia Gas official, however, 
said the utility believes the commis- 
sion will find ta its favor. 
"Wa think the full commission will 
find our operations to be in the best 
interests of our customers," Colum- 
bia spokesman Rues King said. 
The Consumers' Counsel mounted 
Its protest against Columbia in Au- 
Bst 1981, shortly after Columbia Gas 
anamission Corp. notified the 
FERC of an increase in fuel costs that 
would result in a 23 percent Jump in 
the average consumer's bill. 
COLUMBIA GAS Transmission 
Corp. provides almost half tin natural 
gas used in Ohio, Including virtually 
all of that dispensed by Columbia Gas 
of Ohio, Dayton Power k light Co. 
and Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co.   . 
In its objection, the Consumers' 
Counsel alleged that the fuel cost 
increases were the result of Columbia 
purchasing practices, which were 
locket into five- to 15-year contracts 
for higher-priced gas than later was 
available elsewhere. 
Sherman Mid many of the contracts 
were made during the middle and late 
1970s, when there was a natural gas 
shortage. 
"Columbia went out and tried to 
pick up every (bit) of gas that they 
couMfod," be said. "And in doing so 
they also paid whatever they had to 
Sherman said many of Columbia's 
take-or-pay contracts with suppliers 
in the southwestern United States 
required the utility to take as much as 
90 percent of the high-priced gas 
offered by a supplier in a year. 
In December 1962, an FERC law 
judge recommended finding Colum- 
bia guilty of abuse in its pricing and 
recommended some refunds to cus- 
tomers. The full commission will 
make the final determination in the 
Sherman said refunds to customers 
could total as much as $175 million if 
the Consumers' Counsel position is 
Bat Columbia's Smith said, "We 
think the full commission will proba- 
bly overturn the judge's recommen- 
dation." 
Smith said Columbia contracted for 
higher-priced gas because the utility 
considered it the most prudent action 
at the time. He said Columbia has 
renegotiated about 60 percent of the 
take-or-pay contracts to decrease the ■■"■*■ of higher-priced gas it Is 
required to take each year. 
Diplomat charged with spying 
MOSCOW (AP) - The Kremlin 
ordered the expulsion of a U.S. 
diplomat yesterday and charged he 
was caught "red handed" in Mos- 
cow with radio equipment used for 
U.S. Embassy fonflinied 
that that Richard Osborne, a first 
secretary in the economic section, 
had been declared persona non 
grata by the Soviet government 
and was making preparations to 
leave the country with his wife and 
two young daughters. His depar- 
ture date was not known. 
Embassy spokesman Frank To- 
nini said be had "no comment" on 
the substance of the Soviet allega- 
tions against Orijorne, and the dip- 
lomat was not available for 
comment In Washington, White 
House spokesman Larry flpeakes 
said only, "We dont have anything 
on that* 
Ixvestia, the Soviet government 
newspaper, said that Osborne 
"was detained red-handed in Mos- 
cow on March 7, this year, while 
working with espionage radio ap- 
paratus." 
"Confiscated from him was a set 
of portable intelligence special- 
purpose apparatus for the trans- 
mission of espionage information 
via the U.S. Martsat communica- 
tions satellites, and his own notes 
which were written in a pad made 
of paper quickly soluble in water, 
ana which exposed Osborne's es- 
pionage activities," Ixvestia said. 
THE REPORT also was distrib- 
uted by the official Tass news 
agency and read on Soviet evening 
television news. 
Ixvestia provided no details 
about Osborne's detention and the 
embassy refused all comment. 
American sources quoted one of 
Osborne's two young daughters as 
saying "a terrible thing"had hap- 
penedto the family In recent days, 
and that she was told not to discuss 
it 
Osborne arrived in Moscow in 
August 1982 from Washington. 
Western observers in Moscow 
ff'ii1"*** that Moscow's action 
could have been in retaliation for 
espionage accusations against sev- 
eral Soviets in recent months. 
Soviet diplomats and govern- 
ment employees have been ar- 
rested on spy charges or expelled 
from Switzerland, the Netherlands, 
Britain, Went Germany, Italy, Den- 
mark and Canada. 
The last Soviet diplomat expelled 
from the United States was Maj. 
Gen. Vastly Chitov, who left the 
Soviet Embassy in Washington in 
February 190 after reportedly be- 
ing caught with sensitive U^.mili- 
tajy information. 
Prior to the Osborne case, the 
last known expulsion of a U.S. 
diplomat from Moscow came in 
January 19)71 when First Secretary 
Donald Kurach was kicked out In 
retaliation for the expulsion of a 
Soviet trade official ta Washington. 
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Solomon amendment 
clearly unconstitutional 
The Solomon Amendment, a law denying education loans 
to men not registered for the draft, was called unconstitu- 
tional by a federal district judge yesterday. It will be 
unenforceable in Minnesota until the preliminary injunction 
is repealed, and will set a precedence for other states. 
Judge Donald Alsop said the law was unconstitutional 
because it denied the constitutional right against self-incrim- 
ination, and he should be commended. 
The six students in Minnesota who took the issue to court 
also should be thanked because they have won for all 
students - temporarily. 
But there are too many "ifs" for students to relax yet. The 
injunction is preliminary, meaning there is a chance it will 
not become permanent. Even assuming it becomes perma- 
nent, Republican representative Gerald Solomon, author of 
the amendment, ssays he feels sure the Selective Services 
System will challenge the injunction and win. 
We support Judge Alsop's assertion that answers on loan 
application forms may incriminate students who are forced 
to admit to guilt, without fair trial. Any successful challenge 
to the ruling will be in direct conflict with the Constitution. 
The 5th Amendment simply cannot be ignored or overridden. 
We hope more Judges will follow the precedent set by 
Alsop. We also urge the University administration to review 
their participation in this blatant infringement upon civil 
rights. 
El Salvador belies 
any quick victories 
Remember Alexander Haig? He 
seems to have receded as far into our 
past as bis erstwhile foe, Richard 
Allen. Where are the schnooks of 
COMMENTARY 
by Gary Wills 
■■■Jm««a»lM«t»»:^»X««K«-:m-»»ir- 
yesteryear? Yet the evil that men do 
does live after them. Alexander Haig, 
who was later to clash with Jeane 
Kirkpatrick, roared into office as the 
most ardent advocate of her pet 
cause, the vindication of Latin Ameri- 
can "authoritarians" as a way of 
rejecting Jimmy Carter's human 
rights approach to foreign policy. 
Ronald Reagan had claimed, in his 
campaign, that America had suffered 
a string of reversals or defeats. A high 
priority of his transition team's think- 
ing was to "win one" as a way of 
signaling that trend's reversal. El 
Salvador was singled out as the place 
where we could get a qujck victory on 
the cheap. Haig, as secretary of state, 
brushed aside any objections about 
the kind of regime we would be back- 
ing. He even invented his novel theory 
that nuns get raped and shot in the 
head only while trying to "run a 
roadblock." 
Thus was begun a familiar process 
in our recent politics. In order to win a 
surrogate victory, the administration 
exaggerates the stakes - El Salvador 
was made the hinge on which the 
whole new cold war was to turn. But, 
in order to get congressional backing, 
the difficulties are played down. 
So in El Salvador, the problem was 
detached from those messy partic- 
ulars that might tell us why so many 
Salvadorans want to bear arms 
against their own government. The 
matter was reduced simply to the fact 
that some arms (an undefined 
amount) were coming from commu- 
nist sources. Drying up that flow 
would be a simple matter, Haig as- 
sured us, even ft it meant "going to 
the source." No arms, no rebellion -as 
If the arms were sen-wielding, and 
their disappearance would mean the 
disappearance of all social problems. 
It is typical of an administration to 
boast at this stage of the very thing 
that dooms its plan-a rejection of our 
own military's advice. We go into 
"help" civil authority and downplay 
any necessary military "advice" that 
entails. Our military people on the 
scene in El Salvador tell us that the 
regime's armies are undermotivated, 
not underarmed; that military effi- 
ciency will only come if we put our 
own people in charge - which would 
help undermine the legitimacy of the 
regime we are supposed to be prop- 
ping up. 
So begins a cycle in which we keep 
doing more while pretending to do 
less, making the problem ever less 
soluble in indigenous terms while we. 
assume responsibility we cannot, 
down the road, surrender. 
We bad a classic instance of this 
process at the beginning of March. 
The Reagan administraUon was pan- 
icking over the pope's visit to El 
Salvador. It feared that this would 
strengthen the hand of those Catholics 
(including the country's hugest prel- 
ate) who deplore American interven- 
tion. So the president dispatched 
Robert Stone on a secret mission to 
urge the government of El Salvador to 
steal the pope's thunder with an an- 
nouncement during his visit of an 
accelerated election schedule. Stone, 
an ex-senator from Florida, traveled 
with two members of the White House 
staff; but, on the plane back from El 
Salvador, he blabbed about his mis- 
sion to a Florida reporter. 
So now, by trying to use the govern- 
ment of El Salvador as our front, we 
guarantee a future suspicion that, 
whatever that government does, our' 
hand will be seen in its actions (in- 
cluding the most repressive ones). 
And, conversely, by defining the re- 
bels as mere pawns of Cuba (or Mos- 
cow, or the ghost of Man), we make 
fruitful dealings with them in the 
future difficult if not impossible, hav- 
ing defined the issue in terms that suit 
us, we make terms more adequate to 
the reality impossible to embrace 
without a "surrender" of our neat 
first pattern. 
Winning a quick one means taking 
shortcuts with reality - which draws 
us into prolonged attempts to deny the 
obvious. Yes, that is the story of 
Vietnam; and, no, Reagan's denial of 
any parallel will not wash. 
Qary Wills la a columnist for the 
Univma^^sSyndicate^^^ 
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Middle class gave Kohl victory 
The centrality of West Germany in 
world affairs found new expression in 
the election here Sunday, and not only 
because the Federal Republic lies at 
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
the crossroads of the East-West con- 
flict. 
This country has also entered the 
mainstream of economic and political 
democracy. There lies the true mean- 
ing of the sweeping victory won by 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and his 
Christian Democratic Union. 
The basic electorate, more than 
half of it bom since World War H, 
showed itself to be profoundly middle 
class. Less than 40 percent are the 
kind of working people who earn their 
bread by the sweat of their brows. 
Less than 20 percent are farmers, 
craftsmen and professionals - the old 
middle class. 
More than half are in services, 
white-collar jobs and management 
posts. That new middle class rep- 
resents the swing vote which domi- 
nates politics here. As a turnout of 
nearly 90 percent indicates, the Ger- 
man voters care bow their country is 
run. 
Personalities counted for little. 
Kohl himself lost in his own district, 
and was elected as the bead of the 
CDU party list. Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrick Genscher, leader of the 
Free Democrats, who are in the gov- 
erning coalition with the CDU, went 
way down in his own district, which he 
also lost. The leader of the Social 
Democratic opposition, Hans-Jochen 
Vogel, was overshadowed by two for- 
mer chancellorSjHelmut Schmidt and 
Willy Brandt The fourth party to 
make it into the new Bundestag - the 
Greens - eschewed the very concept 
of leadership. Only in Bavaria, where 
Franz-Josef Strauss garnered a 60 
percent vote for the local allies of the 
CDU, can one speak of a personal 
triumph. 
Serious issues, on the other hand, 
counted more than in any German 
election I have seen in two decades. 
Most salient were economic matters, 
beginning with unemployment, which 
in now over 10 percent, and including 
support for pensions. Here, as in 
virtually every other recent election 
in the industrialized world, stringency 
worked for new men, and against 
long-time incumbents.   
The big beneficiaries were Hen- 
Kohl and the CDU, who came to office 
only five months ago. The chacellor 
attacked the SPD tellingly for "13 
years of mismanagement. He and 
the minister of labor, Norbert Bluhm, 
emphasized their background in the 
Catholic worker movement, and their 
commitment to higher pensions. 
The SPD showed up in pre-election 
polls as less well-equipped than the 
CDU to deal with the unemployment 
question. In the vote, the SPD suf- 
fered heavy losses to the CDU in 
industiral areas - notably the Ruhr. 
With their base thus eroding, the 
Socialists sustained their worst defeat 
in 20 years. 
Foreign policy also mattered. Like 
most people in the middle, the West 
Germans do not like to rock boats. 
Among the young people, there is a 
strain of pacifism intensified by tough 
talk about nuclear war from Washing- 
ton. The Greens appealed to that vote 
by an anti-nuclear stance. That is the 
main reason they jumped from 1.6 
percent in the I960 election, to over 5 
percent - enough to enter the Bundes- 
tag -this time. 
But the theory, widely aired in the 
United States by German refugees 
from Hitler, that this country is domi- 
nated by a romantic national pac- 
ifism,   was   decisively   repudiated. 
Reunification with East Germany 
hardly figured at all in the campaign. 
The great majority of Germans 
equate peace with fidelity to the West 
European democracies and the 
United States within the context of the 
Atlantic alliance. Herr Vogel maneu- 
vered his SPD onto the wrong side of 
that issue. He came out clearly 
against the "zero option" proposal 
advanced by the United States in the 
Geneva disarmament talks with Rus- 
sia. He allowed the SPD official best 
known for negotiation with Moscow, 
Egon Bahr, to go front and center in 
the campaign. So when the Russians, 
in a heavy-handed way, called on the 
Germans to repudiate the "zero op- 
tion," they hurt the SPD. When Presi- 
dent Reagan indicated he supported 
arms control, and did not regard the 
"zero option" as a take-it-or-leave-it 
position, that also told against Vogel. 
Especially since Kohl, in a televised 
debate just before the election, ex- 
pressed confidence the U.S. would 
soon be sweetening its postion in the 
Geneva talks. 
Finally, political stability itself was 
an issue. The Free Democrats en- 
tered the campaign as traitors to the 
coalition regime they had operated 
with the SPD for 13 years. But they 
appealed for votes as a buffer party, a 
bridge between the CDU and SPD, 
which facilitated peaceful change of 
power. That appeal plainly worked. 
With 7 percent of the vote, the Free 
Democrats nearly doubled the vote 
the polls gave them at the beginning 
of the campaign, and in most recent 
state elections. 
The Kohl mandate, accordingly, is 
for moderation uber alles. There is 
none of the right-wing economic ideol- 
ogy found in the Britain of Mrs. 
Thatcher or the United States of Mr. 
Reagan. Nor Is there a stomach for 
confrontation with Russia. Indeed, 
unless the United States complies 
with Kohl's commitment for an eas- 
ing of position on arms control, there 
wfu soon be a new outburst of anti- 
American demonstrations here. 
So this election stands on its head 
the usual German-American ques- 
tion. The question now is whether the 
United States can manage its affairs 
wisely enough to merit the continued 
confidence of Germans who in so 
many ways stand in the cockpit of 
history. 
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for toe 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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National Nutrition Month 
a time to Improve habits 
March at Bowling Green is a month 
to worry about midterms, get ready 
for spring break and turn in those tax 
forms. March is also National Nutri- 
tion Month. It is the time to trade in 
poor eating habits for NEWtrition and 
healthful habits. 
It is encouraging to see so many 
health conscious students on campus, 
however, learning to follow a diet is 
less important than learning how to 
eat for a lifetime. 
Food alone cannot make a person 
healthy. Along with daily exercise, 
eating in moderation and with variety 
will contribute to good nutrition which 
is an investment in one's present and 
future health. 
National Nutrition Month is the 
perfect time for us to improve our 
eating habits and stay on a good 
eating and exercise program not just 
for three weeks, but for a lifetime. 
Ann Qaraplc 
1021 Otfentuuar East 
8ectlon A hockey fans 
showed a lot of clan 
I have recently heard some well- 
deserved remarks about the class in 
relation to Bowling Green athletics 
and the great seasons and 
championships we are all enjoying. 
However, all the class is not on the 
field, the floor or the Ice. It la in the 
too. In the words of the Notre 
Dame hockey fans - "Bowling Green 
- you are O.K." Congratulations. And 
- Section A - you are CLASS. 
Ann Ruohl 
■deuce Library 
Mortar Board scolarshlp 
aided by silver survey 
This latter Is to thank all those 
people who attended and supported 
the first annual Mortar Board&hol- 
arship Ball. The purpose of the Ball 
was to raise money m an attempt to 
establish a scholarship available to 
versity students in the future. 
On Friday, March 11, Mortar Board 
will be assisting with a silver prefer- 
ence survey in the Forum of the 
Student Services building from 9 a.m. 
to 3 pjn. For every student that goes 
through and casts his/her opinion, the 
company (Wallace Silversmiths) wiU 
donate money to our organization. So, 
the more students that go through, the 
more money we have to work with in 
making next year's Ball even better. 
This eventually will mean more 
money available to you, the students. 
Please help us out, and once again, 
thank you tor your support! 
Michael Mlnlchallo 
Vic* President ol Mortar Board 
Missing articles can 
be found on microfiche 
This letter is in response to the 
March 4 letter written by Don Wallick 
concerning a missing periodical arti- 
cle that he needed. First, I do wish to 
assure Mr. Wallick that the article is 
available on microfiche. 
The Periodicals List, a computer 
print-out listing all of our periodicals, 
the volume numbers and years avail- 
able, indicates whether we have a 
periodical on microfilm or microfiche 
In addition to the paper copy. 
Many students overlook mis oppor- 
tunity to locate the article they need. 
To encourage students to look further, 
we wul soon begin Inserting notices In 
periodicals where articles are miss- 
ins indicating that the article la avail- 
able on microfilm or microfiche. If we 
do not have the missing article on 
either microfilm or microfiche, an 
interlibrary loan request ii sent to 
another Ubrary to obtain a photocopy 
of the missing article. When received, 
iitf-iti-ffi-iii-ivi 
the photocopy is inserted in place of 
the missing article. Rarely can this 
procedure be completed in time to 
satisfy the immediate needs of the 
patron. 
I understand the student's frustra- 
tion at encountering missing articles. 
Although the majority of students 
using the Ubrary act responsibly, 
there are nevertheless those few who 
are selfish, insensitive to the needs of 
others, and who have no understand- 
ing of the concept of academic inter- 
grity. Theft and mutilation of Ubrary 
materials are against the law (Ohio 
Revised Code Section 2909.05) and I 
encourage anyone having knowledge 
of such incidents to report them to the 
Ubrary staff. 
Mr. WaUick states in bis letter: 
". ..but no one seems to care. I didn't 
care much either, until now." Without 
the cooperation and caring of the 
entire academic community we can 
only do so much. What the Ubrary 
staff can do is to inform the academic 
community of the problem and hope 
each member of the community wul 
understand the problem and consider 
it seriously enough not to become one 
of the offenders. 
David Swertz 
Information Service* 
Sarcastic criticism 
tainted a good column 
In response to Tom Hisek's article 
on the B.G. - Notre Dame hockey 
game Saturday night: Thanks for the 
heartwarming story. Indeed, it's shin- 
ing moments like those provided by 
Section A and the N.D. fans which 
take us, in Mr. Hisek's words, "be- 
yond the scandals, under-the-table 
pay-offs, and athletes not graduat- 
ing" and reveal the spirit of athletic 
competition. However, it is a shame 
Mr. Hisek chose in the closing words 
of his column to sarcasticaUy lash out 
at Father Theodore Hesburgh. Those 
unfounded and totaUy out-of-context 
comments were unnecessary to the 
story and taint an otherwise golden 
and aU-too-rare moment of objective 
editoriaUsm from theBG News. 
Tom Gorman 
316 nidga Straai 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
campus forum for comments re- 
garding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a 'commentary' column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number and phone num- 
ber must be included for verifica- 
tion. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of fetters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
Ubelous. AU submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BO New* 
1M University Hall 
Jasper 
university studn 
Hopefully, the Ball will become an 
annual tradition which wfll only serve 
to increase the amount of money 
available to Bowling Green State Uni- 
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Kraft collage covers kitchen 
Seniors hope for ad campaign 
by Colleen Carroll" 
reporter  
What one may consider trash has 
become a treasure in the eyes of 
two University students. 
Brightly-colored Kraft Macaroni 
and Cheese boxes line the walls at 
the home of seniors Jeff Hoffmann, 
a public relations major, and Tim 
Gartland, a construction technol- 
ing all my money and thought I was 
wasting It at the bars," Hoffmann 
said. "I decided to save the maca- 
roni and cheese boxes to show her 
bow a lot of my money was spent. I 
didn't save any of those boxes after 
last year. We would have the whole 
boose wallpapered by now if I 
would have kept those, too." 
According to Gartland, they be- 
gan saving the boxes again this 
"Last year, my mother was constantly asking 
where I was spending all my money and thought I 
was wasting It at the bars... I decided to save the 
macaroni and cheese boxes to show her how a lot 
of my money was spent. 
- Jeff Hoffmann 
ogy major. 
Hoffmann and Gartland have 
been saving their Kraft Macaroni 
and Cheese boxes and are in the 
process of wallpapering their 
kitchen with their unique collec- 
tion. Visions of an ad campaign for 
Kraft is kept fresh in their minds as 
each box is mounted to their col- 
Hoffmann attributes the idea to 
begin the project to his mother. 
"Last year, my mother was con- 
stantly asking where I was spend- 
year around the first week of De- 
cember with plans of wallpapering 
the kitchen. 
"THE IDEA started as a joke, 
but then we decided to try and 
make something of it after thinking 
about the possibilities," Gartland 
said. 
"I plan to have a picture taken of 
us eating our usual dinner in front 
of the wall and send it to Kraft," 
Hoffmann said. "I also plan to 
introduce the possibility of a poten- 
tial ad campaign in a letter. I will 
probably send a copy of my resume 
and this article, too. 
"We should have the area com- 
pleted where we plan to have the 
picture for Kraft taken in about 
another two weeks, but plan to 
wallpaper the entire kitchen even- 
tually,   Hoffmann explained. 
"We should have the room wal- 
lpapered by the end of the semester 
if our figures are accurate," Gart- 
land said. "We average at least 15 
boxes of macaroni and cheese a 
week. I even cook it on a portable 
burner and eat it at work." 
The twopurchase their Kraft 
dinners at Wooster Wine because of 
a special deal they give them. 
'"They are ordering us a case and 
are going to sell it to us for the 
same price they bought it for to 
support us," Gartland said. 
The wall displays only boxes 
Hoffmann and Gartland have eaten 
themselves. 
"We ask other people to save 
their empty boxes,' Hoffmann 
said, "but they never do." 
"I think we collect the boxes as a 
way to avoid studying," Gartland 
said. "It's a good way to procrasti- 
nate." 
BG News photo/Tim Tobln 
Tim Gartland (right), senior construction technology major, and Jeff Hoffmann,  senior public  relations 
major, sit in their kitchen which they have decorated with Kraft Macaroni and Cheese boxes. 
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Sponsored by The Graduate Student Senate 
Bowling Green State University 
March 11-12. 1983 
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1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
WORKSHOPS "Folk Musical Styles" 
"String Band Jazz" 
"Swing and Ragtime" 
"Harmonica" 
•by members of the Hotfoot Quintet 
and Saul Broody 
•In the Perry Crogan Room University 
Union 
2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
SYMPOSIUM    ' The Urban Hillbilly Today" 
•in the Taft Room University Union 
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
EVENING CONCERT "The Hotfoot Quintet" 
•In St. Thomas More Gym 
•refreshments will be sold 
Saturday March 12. 19*3 
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
AFTERNOON CONCERT "The Dixie Darlings" 
WORKSHOPS "Women's Music" 
"Fiddle and Banjo Playing" 
"Square Dancing" 
"Clogging" 
' 
•by members of the Dixie Darlings 
and Esther Smith 
•m St. Thomas More Gym 
7:00 p.m. to 0:00 p.m. 
EVENING CONCERT "Saul Broudy and Friends" 
0:00 p.m. to 11:00pm 
EVENING CONCERT The Hotmud Family" 
•both evening concerts In St. Thomas 
More Gym 
•refreshments will be sold 
All Festival events are free and open to the public 
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Thief may get State funds   Dialogue aids students in answering 
COLUMBUS (AP)-GOT. 
Richard Celeste says he la 
"outraged" that ex-state 
cashier Elizabeth Boerger, 
who pleaded guilty to steal- 
ing $1.15 million from 
Ohio's treasury, still might 
receive state disability 
payments. 
Celeste yesterday asked 
the state Public Employ- 
ees Retirement System to 
reverse a decision grant- 
ing Boerger a pension re- 
portedly totaling $11,000 
annually. 
Boerger, 49, of Fort Lo- 
ramie, faces a two- to 10- 
year prison term after 
pleading guilty to charges 
of theft in office and tam- 
pering with public records. 
The former head cashier 
in the treasurer's office 
left her Job in January I960 
after becoming ill with 
what was later diaganosed 
as hysterical amnesia. 
Although prosecutors 
KIRK"S COIN LAUNDRY 
offers a 
FREE WASH 
Friday March ll. W p.m. 
must present this ad 
one coupon per customer 
709 S. MAIN 
have expressed doubts 
about her claimed illness, 
she has received benefits 
from the state pension fund 
after undergoing a series 
of examinations by differ- 
ent doctors. 
Celeste's call for a re- 
view of the matter came in 
a letter sent to William 
McLaughlin, PERS exec- 
utive director. 
"AS A MEMBER of the 
Public Employees Retire- 
ment System, I am out- 
raged to learn that 
Elizabeth Jane Boerger is 
receiving disability pay- 
ments from the PERS, es- 
pecially in view of her plea 
of guilty this week in the 
Franklin County Common 
Pleas Court," Celeste said. 
"I urge the PERS board 
to immediately review the 
allowance of this claim and 
Live Entertainment at El Dorado. 
"Sir Real" 
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10-2 
NO COVER 
€1 Dorado MEXICAN FOOD ft DRINK 1095 N. Main      Ph. 354-3531 
"LOW PRICE ON RENTAL..." 
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•825 Sixth: 3 bdrm.. furn. koam. Remodeled over ChriMmah. 
•315 1/2 S. Main: Private 2 bdrm., furn. With extra storage. 
•319 S. Main: 2 bdrm., very large. 
•311 1/2 S. Main: 2bdrm., deluxe apts, only 3 yrs. old. 
•328 1/2, 332 1/2, 336 1/2, S. Main: Urge, older 3 bdrm. apt. 
•203 S. Church: Large 2 bdrm. duplex. With dining room and 
front & back porches. 
Prices available for different size groups. 
•824 Sixth: 2 bdrm. apts. Free heat, water, & sewer. Furn. 
CALL US FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDS 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
336 S. Main 352-5620 
—————~—_»___«-«. 
tsssa 
take whatever steps you 
deem appropriate to re- 
verse this decision," he 
added. 
McLaughlin said the 
board's next meeting was 
set for Wednesday. 
"Obviously, as a mem- 
ber of the retirement sys- 
tem, he (Celeste) has a 
right to express his views. 
I'll present his letter to the 
board. I don't know what 
alternatives they have at 
the moment," McLaughlin 
said. 
Despite her guilty plea 
and sentence to the Ohio 
Reformatory for Women at 
Marysville, there is no law 
at present to bar her from 
receiving the payments as 
long as she is proven to be 
disabled. 
Paul Costello, Celeste's 
press secretary, said the 
governor wasn't consid- 
ering any legislation that 
would deal with such mat- 
ters. 
"The governor Just 
stated what he thought in 
the letter - that they would 
review it. Nothing else," 
Costello said. 
questions about problems in college 
by Jeff Janes 
reporter  
The change from high 
school to college can be an 
uncomfortable experience 
for a young adult. Fortuna- 
tely, the University has an 
alternative to the groping 
for answers to questions 
which face new students. 
The Faculty-Student Di- 
alogue, coordinated 
through St Thomas More 
University Parish and the 
United Christan 
Fellowship, is a program 
devised to help college stu- 
dents who have problems, 
or just want someone older 
to talk to. 
The program is con- 
ducted by Rev. John 
Blaser and Rev. Ross 
Miller. These two men 
brought the program to the 
University after seeing a 
similar project in Califor- 
nia. 
Blaser said the 
Is "a one-on-one 
between a student ant 
University professor. 
"The student will volun- 
tarily come to us and ask to 
be assigned to someone. 
The student can be a fresh- 
man, up to a senior, and 
doesn't necessarily need to 
have a major problem to 
get into this program." 
Blaser said most of the 
professors involved with 
the program come from 
small colleges and want to 
have closer relationships 
with students. 
"THE DIALOGUE need 
not evolve around a reli- 
gious idea. The professor 
will become that student's 
friend, and in some cases 
the professor will stay with 
the student for his or her 
entire college period," 
Blaser said. 
During some point in ev- 
ery person's life, people 
will not be supportive, 
which is another reason for 
the dialogue, according to 
Blaser. The student can 
always turn to his or her 
professor and receive the 
FT. LAUDER SALE 
Spring Break '83 at Riveria 
For Sale Price of $139 
7 nights/8 days Parties and 
TONS OF SUN AND FUN     J 
Call Mary Jo for /a^S" 
more information ^< 
2-4691 
needed support to make it 
through trying times. 
"The professor and stu- 
dent will meet for coffee, 
or the student will go to the 
professor's office just to 
talk." Blaser said. 
The program is in its 
second year at the Univer- 
sity and Blaser is very 
happy with the results. 
"Bowling Green is the 
only Ohio university with 
this type of program right 
now. What Ross Miller and 
myself are doing is sharing 
it with other universities, 
hoping they will start a 
similar program in their 
community,   Blaser said. 
FACULTY AND student 
participants of the pro- 
gram share the optimism 
expressed by Blaser. Dr. 
Michael Marsden, asso- 
ciate professor of popular 
culture, said he believes 
the program is well orga- 
nized and will be important 
inthefuture. 
"Students who form a 
good relationship with 
members of the faculty or 
staff have a better chance 
of finishing school," 
Marsden said. 
Lynette Fulton, a tresn- 
man with an undecided 
major, is one of the stu- 
dents who sought faculty 
help through the dialogue. 
Fulton said she just needed 
help  finding information 
about the Universitiy and 
toe area when she first got 
to school. 
"Usually, I would go to 
his office about once a 
week to talk," Fulton said. 
"I don't have time to see 
him this semester, but I 
would consider him a 
friend before a professor." 
"Bringing a small-col- 
lege atmosphere to a col- 
lege of this size is what the 
program is all about," Dr. 
Edmund Danziger, chair 
of the historyIfepartment 
and another faculty partic- 
ipant in the dialogue pro- 
gram, said. 
Danziger's student in the 
program, Anna Fisher, is a 
freshman music education 
major. Danziger and 
Fisher did not have any 
common interests, except 
sports, when they first 
met, but Fisher said she 
now thinks of the Danzig- 
ers as her second family. 
"At first I was really 
uptight about meeting him 
(Danziger), but now I feel 
more at ease when visiting 
him and often drop in un- 
announced," Fisher said. 
Danziger said he also 
was apprehensive when he 
first became aware of his 
pairing with Fisher. She 
had not been a student in 
any of his classes, but Dan- 
ziger said he became more 
comfortable with time. 
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Fraternity 
closing 
protested 
DELAWARE, Ohio(AP) - 
Four students at Ohio Wesleyan 
University faced a variety of 
misdemeanor charges yester- 
day after about ISO students took 
part in an all-night ruckus 
prompted by the closing of a 
fraternity house, authorities 
said. 
The fire department of the city 
25 miles north of Columbus 
made four runs to put out bon- 
fires in the open grassy area 
that is part of the fraternity 
houses' commons. 
Police said a fire truck was 
struck by billiard balls and two 
police cars were struck by beer 
bottles, but no one was injured. 
The first bonfire was reported 
after 7 p.m. and the last put out 
around 4 a.m. 
The melee began after Univer- 
sity President Thomas Wenzlau 
went to the Beta Theta Pi frater- 
nity house with two deans to 
announce the fraternity was be- 
ing closed. 
r
'We simply said the univer- 
sity recognition of that frater- 
nity would end March 17," 
Wenzlau said later. That date 
marks the end of the winter 
term. 
"We see this as far as the 
university is concerned as part 
of an effort to improve the qual- 
ity of life on the student campus 
by imposing meaningful stan- 
dards of behavior on all stu- 
dents," he added. 
WENZLAU SAID the frater- 
nity failed to meet I960 criteria 
for fraternities set by the 2,000- 
Studentjiniversltj,,. . . , 
- Police said some students also 
gathered early in the morning 
behind Wenzlau's house Just a 
few yards from the fraternity 
houses but there were no serious 
incidents. 
Rick Schwieterman, 35, dis- 
trict manager for the Oxford. 
Ohio-based Beta fraternity, said 
he was disappointed with the 
action by the university. 
"There was no communica- 
tion by the university to the 
national fraternity or to myself 
of the action they were going to 
take." he said. 
Schwieterman, an Ohio State 
University graduate, said the 55- 
member fraternity had been try- 
ing to work out an arrangement 
letting alumni take part in its 
management. 
"I was there last night, when 
President Wenzlau and deans 
Meek and Smeaton said they 
would be indeed closing the 
house," he said. "There were a 
couple of fellows who got up and 
kicked their chairs over and 
went out. But most of them sat 
there in disbelief." 
Dan BeUville, 27 the resident 
assistant, said he thought only a 
about 10 or 15 of the 33 Beta 
house residents took part in the 
disturbance. 
"I think it was their (the stu- 
dents') opinion that they were 
kicked off for the noise viola- 
tions and the alchohol viola- 
tion," he said. 
He said the university had 
seven noise violations last fall 
but none in the winter. He said a 
fine for alcohol violation - let- 
ting freshmen drink - has been 
assessed but is being appealed. 
Registered dog 
fails to vote 
CHICAGO (AP) - Claudia was 
registered in a near northwest 
side precinct in November's 
election. But fraud investigators 
said she didn't vote. She proba- 
bly had other things to do -like 
bury a bone or chase a cat. 
Claudia is a dog. 
The dog was registered under 
the name Claudia McLay from a 
three-story building where a Mc- 
Lay family is among the resi- 
dents, state and federal vote 
fraud investigators said Tues- 
They said members of the 
family denied registering the 
dog and provided handwriting 
samples that showed none had 
signed for the pet The person 
who filled out the dog's registra- 
tion form still was being sought. 
Well show you how. 
Would you like to: 
D Raise your grade average without long hours 
over texts. 
D End all-night cramming sessions. 
D Breeze through all your studying in as little as 
1/3 the time. 
D Have more free time to enjoy yourself. 
D Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better con- 
centration, understanding, and recall. 
Evelyn Wood's new RD2 reading system makes it 
all possible. 
Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people, 
including students, executives, senators, and even 
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon- 
stration will show you how to save hundreds of 
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to 
increase your speed immediately with some simple 
new reading techniques). 
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it. 
BdvnwoodftBg 
will open your eyes. 
Schedule of FREE LESSONS 
LOCATION: 
The Best Western 
Falcon Plaza 1450 E. 
Wooster, just west of 
' the corner of E. Woos- 
ter and Mercer, across 
Wooster from the 
BGSU campus. 
p.m. TODAY Noon   2:30Pm5 
SATURDAY MAR. 12   10.m 1 2:30 
FINAL 2 DAYS! 
SEATING IS LIMITED, 
SO PLEASE PLAN ON AT- 
TENDING THE EARLIEST 
POSSIBLE LESSON' 
p.m. 
□ EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS © 1878 Evelyn tttood flHOmg Oyntmci. lie 
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Semesters end French program 
by Barnadctte Bednar 
assistant copy editor 
French students who used 
to attend classes here 
spring quarter will not be 
here due to semester con- 
version, according to Dr. 
Charles Chittle, professor 
of economics. 
"They preferred a 
spring program," Chittle 
said. Chittle is coordinator 
of the program with the 
Ecole Superieure De Com- 
merce Et D'Administra- 
tion Des Enterprises. 
Chittle said the French 
school, which has sent 80- 
100 students to the Univer- 
sity since 1978 felt the se- 
mester schedule would last 
too long and cost too much 
money. 
"We went through a pe- 
riod of discussion to try to 
reach an agreement to con- 
tinue the program," 
Chittle said. Fie said meet- 
ings were held in the Col- 
lege of Business 
Administration to devise 
an alternate program to 
meet the needs of the 
school in Nantes. 
Chittle said he met with 
the president of the school 
in Nantes during the sum- 
mer 1981. "They (officials 
at the school) requested a 
specific proposal in writ- 
ing," Chittle said. 
A PROPOSAL was made 
to provide an early sum- 
mer program for the 
French students that 
would consist of two five- 
week sessions beginning 
May 10,1983. The proposal 
also included offering the 
courses   needed   by   the 
French students and open- 
ing them to University stu- 
dents as well. Chittle said 
the French school reacted 
favorably. 
"It seemed that we had 
reached an agreement and 
then it was abruptly 
cancelled," he said. "I 
tried to get the College of 
Business to give them a 
shortened semester but the 
college found it unaccepta- 
ble." 
This year, students from 
the school in Nantes are 
attending Ohio State Uni- 
versity to fulfill their 
school's requirement that 
they spend one quarter in 
an English-speaking 
school, Joyce Koch, ad- 
ministrative assistant in 
international programs, 
said. 
According to Koch, the 
program brought in 
roughly $150,255 each 
spring quarter in fees, 
room and board, and insur- 
ance for the students, but 
Dr. Richard Eakin, exec- 
utive vice provost for plan- 
ning and budgeting, said 
the expenses incurred by 
the French program help 
to offset the lost revenue. 
"DURING THE spring, we 
had to add classes to ac- 
commodate the students 
from France," he said. 
Eakin and Chittle both 
said the University is at a 
loss without the program. 
"I believe that the pro- 
gram was beneficial to the 
University in many re- 
spects," Eakin said. He 
said that aside from being 
financially beneficial, the 
program brought educatio- 
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
Graduate Students and Faculty 
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom 
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month 
including heat and hot water. A quiet place main- 
tained exclusively for graduate students, faculty, 
and very mature undergraduates. 
Undergraduates 
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for 
fall.   Two   bedrooms   from   $230   per   month. 
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students. 
Faculty and Staff 
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month. 
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only. 
Unquestionably the best apartment value \n B.G. 
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new 
Manville Manor is worth looking at. 
Make us an offer for your 
summer apartment. 
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from 
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment. 
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791. 
Stop by our model at 755 Manville! 
Noneman Real Estate Cnmpain 
HKUhhKV.I  .V MWV.KMKVl 
354-3951 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! 
- JEFF MAUCH - 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
850 Sixth St. at South Collage 
2 bedroom fum. apt. 
2 full baths 
cable vlsion-dlshwasher 
4 x 10 storage locker 
•sssr 
fWI 
$535 per month 
-9 month lease 
Owner pays heat and water 
B0GGS REAL ESTATE 
caH 352-384111-3 or 354-1120 
nal and cultural benefits to 
the University and Its stu- 
dents. 
"The name of BGSU was 
made known in France," 
Chittle said. He said the 
University's name will 
"pretty much disappear" 
in France without the pro- 
gram. "It's a loss for our 
students because it is an 
added benefit (for them) to 
be in classes with students 
from another culture," he 
said. Chittle added that 
having the program im- 
proved the quality of our 
graduates because the 
world is becoming more 
unified. 
Although the students 
from Nantes are no longer 
coming to the University, 
students at the University 
still may attend the school 
in Nantes during the sum- 
mer for one five-week term 
beginning June 18. Stu- 
dents in any major may 
apply and obtain six hours 
of credit for undergrad- 
uates and four hours for 
graduate students. 
Ruling. 
Tax may be broadened 
COLUMBUS (AP)- Gov. 
Richard Celeste's tax pol- 
icy advisory committee re- 
leased nw^miirttmdet*"'f 
yesterday that included 
broadening the base of the 
state sake tax. 
The JJ-member panel 
also suggested increasing 
the personal exemption in 
the state imcome tax from 
$660 to $1,000 a year in a 
report that raised almost 
as many questions as it 
sought to answer. 
Business tax increases 
were not rec- 
although the 
committee suggested ways 
in which they could be 
achieved. 
State Tax Commissioner 
Joanne Limbach said the 
recommendations "will be 
of great assistance to the 
administration" in prepa- 
ration of its IMS-US bud- 
get, which is due in the 
Legislature by March 31. 
When the Legislature re- 
cently went along wtth Ce- 
leste's request to raise the 
Individual Income tax by 90 
percent, he promised a fol- 
low-up tax reform based in 
part on his advisory 
group's recommendations. 
The committee, headed 
by Wright State University 
President Robert Keger- 
reis of Dayton, advocated 
keeping the sales tax at 5 
percent. 
BUT THE GROUP said 
the sales tax is an option 
for raising new revenues, 
adding this can be done by 
extending it to include se- 
lected services. "The 
areas of electronic serv- 
ices, cable television, rec- 
reation, and 
entertainment, rather than 
personal and business 
services, should be consid- 
ered first," the committee 
said. 
The committee reviewed 
a series of business tax 
options "if additional reve- 
nue is necessary." But it 
said If corporate taxes are 
increased, steps should be 
taken to reduce the burden 
on Ohio-based companies. 
A majority of the com- 
mittee supported taxing 
interstate gas pipeline 
companies "to insure that 
a portion of their interstate 
business is taxable in 
Ohio." 
The panel recommended 
repeal of the intangibles 
tax on investment earn- 
ings, but said income from 
those sources should be 
taxed under the state in- 
come tax. 
Hie group said tempo- 
rary increases in the pub- 
lic utility excise tax, such 
as a four-month, 0.5 per- 
cent boost included in Ce- 
leste's recent tax package, 
should be avoided. 
It said future increases 
in the utility tax should be 
permanent and should be 
recoverable from custom- 
ers. Celeste's temporary 
tax supposedly will 
be absorbed by stockhold- 
ers. 
.. .from page one 
THE STUDENTS' lawyers 
argued the law punishes 
non-registered students 
without their receiving a 
fair trial. 
- "Draft-age   male   stu- 
dents who fail to submit 
the statement of compli- 
ance are automatically 
denied financial aid, re- 
gardless of whether their 
non-registration in inten- 
tional or innocent," Alsop 
said. 
"When a student certi- 
fies be has registered for 
the draft, he is doing so of 
his own volition," Solomon 
said in Washington. "He 
isn't being tried without a 
trial because it has nothing 
to do with the penalties 
under the draft registra- 
tion act." 
The registration law pro- 
vides penalties up to five 
years in prison and a $10,- 
000 fine. 
{MAR!?"COWON""™5T| R -. Innwa-iP ! 16" PIZZA w/i item & coupon! Kaoies cases increase 
!ONLY$5.50 Expire. 3/25/83 j in cats, shots required 
IMARK'SCOOPON ' 
!l6" PIZZA W/1 item & couponl 
(ONLY ^^J^™J2™I 
*sa PPORT'OCI R 
ADVERTISERS 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A na- 
tional increase of rabies in 
cats has prompted the 
Frankin County Board of 
Health to order rabies 
shots for all cats and for 
the Columbus Board of 
Health to draft a regula- 
tion requiring the rabies 
vaccination. 
The county board acted 
Tuesday to order the shots, 
effective April 1. 
Thomas Dickerson, pres- 
ident of the Columbus Aca- 
demy of Veterinary 
Medicine, which recom- 
mended the regulation, 
said that in 1961 more 
cases of rabies were re- 
ported in cats than dogs for 
the first time. 
Sprirrpj FEVER 
Myles Money 50* 
50c OFF ANY SMALL SUB Expires 3-15-83 
Pick-up, Dining room only, this offer not good with any 
other coupons or with any other specials 
516 E. Wooster 50< 
______—___— ^ 
Mini-Course Registration 
Sign up until March 18 
Choose from over 25 mini-courses including Mixology, 
Knitting, CPR, Bike Maintenance, Aerobics, and Many More. 
Sign Up NOW! 
« 
UAO office - 3rd floor, Union, call 2-2343 (or more information 
payment due upon signup A* 
fm*m*m+*+mmm*m+lf**M'>**m*»»**»*m 
It ALPHA XI DELTA ^ 
^^      Spring Formal     ^* 
Westgate Sheraton, Toledo 
March 12,1983 
DELTA ZETA 
ROSE FORMAL 
MARCH 12, 1983 
Laurie & Bruce 
Dana & Sandro D'Amicone 
Kathi & Jeff 
Colleen & Bobby 
Roberta & Jim 
Belinda & Jeff 
Janice & Randy 
Deb & Todd 
Kelley & Mark 
Mindy & Bob 
Cindy & Steve 
Diane & Brad 
Lynne & Skip 
Jean & Mark 
Carrie & Dave 
Moti.ika & Dan 
Lynda & Bryan 
Kathy & John 
Sally & Bruce 
Cathy & Mark 
Jack! & Alex 
Potter & Wendt-O 
Laura & Pat 
Beth & Wayne 
Kolby & Vax 
Myers & Scott 
Brina & Chappy 
Chris & Tom 
Vicki & George 
Laurie & Jeff 
Kelli & Yancy Toney 
Tami & Ted 
Lee & Dale 
Robin & Greg 
Tracy & Mike 
Quinn & O'sh 
Jenni & David 
Debbie & Jeff 
Heidi & Christopher 
Julie & Otis 
Mavis & Todd 
Julie & Roger 
Marie & Scot 
Patty & Sam 
Betsy & Who? 
A. & S. 
Susan & Jim 
Theresa & Robert 
Cindy & Date 
Pam & Steve 
Andrea & Randy 
Gabucka & Bucket 
Carlye & Tim 
Denise & Matthew 
Kim & Jeff 
Jules & Shoes 
Beth & Rich 
Sue & Dale 
Tanya & Frank 
Jean & Tom 
P.J. & Randy 
Shelly & Tom 
Linda & Lyle 
Denise & Michael 
Karen & Jerry 
Cyndi & Bob 
Lois & Todd 
Laurie & Mark 
Michelle & Jim Bob 
Lisa & Mike 
Cheryl & Tony 
Denise & Michael 
Michelle & Michael 
Linda & Dave 
Lee & Brian 
M.B. & Michael 
Lori ft Chet 
Anne & Kevin 
Michele & Ray 
Sandy & Jeff 
Marty & Luke 
JoAnne & Paul 
Paula & Jo 
Carolyn & Jim 
Nancy & Dan 
Laura & Mark 
Wendy & Scott 
Jean ft Doug 
Mary & Chris 
Pam & Dave 
M.M..&M.M. 
Kim & John 
Amy & Jo 
i 
Maria & Dave 
Cheri & Tony 
Desiree ft Mike 
Bonnie & Don 
Lisa & Rick 
Patty ft Michael 
M.W. & Brett 
Kim ft Bill 
Dr. & Mrs. Morgan 
Janet ft Todd 
Ellen & Rob 
Dana & Brian 
Kathi & Jeff 
Susan & Tom 
Betty ft Bill 
Sloan ft Tom 
Lynn & Joe 
Laura ft Frank 
Darden & Ben 
Marianne & Mike 
Brenda & Pat 
Nancy & Greg 
Jackie ft Greg 
Laura & Tom 
Amy ft Don 
Karen ft Rob 
Karen ft Pete 
Meg ft Jeff 
Luann & Ross 
Laure ft Mark 
Theresa ft Tom 
Laura ft Todd 
Leslie ft Steve 
Dee ft Tom 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983   \ 
Preferred Properties Co. 
I|Q 
ocated al New Cherrywood Health Spa  _ 
Apartment Complexes      9:00 - 4:30 Monday ■ Friday 
Hoven Heuse- '535/mo. 
Piedmont-8th & High St.- '375/mo. 
Birchwood Ptace-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo. 
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo. 
Smoll Bldgs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo 
HOUSES Faaturai: 
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished 
.   Gas heal  gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas In each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
iVibath 
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished 
CaMevtslon available 
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
MEADOWVIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195 
1 Bedroom Furnished      $270/mo 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished      $250/mo 
2 Bedroom Furnished      $285/mo    tenant pays electric 
2 Bedroom Unfurnished       $265/mo 
Efficiency-Furnished 
Unfurnished 
$225/mo    Al uttroes paid 
$200/mo 
aMlTilM 
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE 
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA. 
Complete focilltie* for men and women 
•Hydro Spo Whirlpool 'Indoor Heated Pool 
•MeltM Sauna "Sun lamp* 
•Shower Mottoge •Newty Sullt 
•Complete Exercite Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA 
•frotMrtwiolV qualMed Uulruclor. and itoH 
•OirtUd* r*cr«otk>ti __.       _      ,  , 
•uu*e./«xfc bar Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm 
Furnished a Unfurnished 
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Reagan to up Salvadoran aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Reagan, setting 
the stage for a tierce battle 
in Congress, requested 
Hio million in increased 
military aid yesterday for 
E3 Salvador and suggested 
he will send more U.S. 
advisers If the money is not 
approved in full. 
Reagan said leftist guer- 
rillas nave seized the ini- 
tiative in the embattled 
Central American nation 
after three years of bloody 
civil war. 
"How bad is the military 
situation?" Reagan asked. 
"It is not good. 'r 
On Capitol Hill, Speaker 
Thomas O'Neill said Rea- 
gan's request was in trou- 
ble. "I don't see the votes 
around here at the present 
time... He's going to have 
to do a lot of selling," O'N- 
eill said. 
Reagan's request likely 
will provide the focus for a 
debate over the U.S. role in 
El Salvador and demands 
that U.S. aid be linked to a 
requirement the Salvado- 
ran government seek a ne- 
gotiated settlement of the 
war. 
In a speech to the Na- 
tional Association of Man- 
ufacturers, Reagan said 
the countries of Central 
America "are in the midst 
of the gravest crisis in 
their history." 
IN ADDITION to seeking 
more money for El Salva- 
dor, Reagan proposed In- 
creasing military aid by a 
total of $30 million for Hon- 
duras, Costa Rica and Pan- 
ama Canal security - 
bringing the total request 
for this year to $39 million. 
He also sought $168 mil- 
lion in «A<H|n*"'1 economic 
assistance for El Salvador, 
Costa Rica, Honduras and 
Belize. 
Reagan said a guerrilla 
victory in El Salvador 
would spread revolution to 
Guatemala, Honduras and 
Costa Rica and increase 
the threat to Panama, the 
canal and Mexico. 
Ultimately at stake, he 
said, is the security of the United States. 
While pledging not to 
send U.S. forces into com- 
bat, Reagan said "the 
number of U.S. trainers in 
El Salvador will depend 
upon the resources avail- 
able" from Congress. 
A senior administration 
official, speaking on condi- 
tion he not be Identified, 
explained it costs 10 times 
more to train Salvadoran 
units in the United States 
than in their own country. 
HE SAID if Congress 
cuts the requested funds, 
the training would have to 
be conducted in El Salva- 
dor, and that probably 
would require sending 
more U.S. advisers there. 
Currently, the adminis- 
tration has a self-imposed 
ceiling of SS on the number 
The $110 million In in- 
creased funds for El Salva- 
dor would be in addition to 
$38 mWHwi already ap- 
proved. 
Reagan proposed that 
$00 million of El Salvador's 
increased military aid be 
taken from money already 
allocated for worldwide 
military assistance pro- 
grams. 
Cow treks over the river and through the woods' 
GENEVA, Fla. (AP) - 
Julieann, a pregnant, 700- 
pound "free spirit" of a 
cow, didn't take it lying 
down when her owner sold 
her to a cattle rancher 35 
miles down the road. 
Like Lassie, she set out 
for home - jumping fences, 
crossing rivers and high- 
ways and ignoring driving 
rain in a determined cross- 
country tramp. 
Monday, 20 hours after 
she began her trek, the 2- 
year-old  purebred  Brah- 
man, about 100 pounds 
lighter and showing a few 
scratches on her hide, 
strolled onto Sidney Kraft- 
sow's farm. 
"Fve heard of dogs and 
cats doing that But a cow? 
Never," Kraftsow said, 
throwing an arm around 
Julieann. "AD. the cattle 
people around here are 
flabbergasted." 
Rancher Read Hayes 
had bought the heifer from 
Kraftsow Sunday, took her 
to his property south of 
here, near Christmas in 
Orange County, and 
penned her up. He said she 
Jumped out of her pen that 
night, leaped over two 
four-foot barbed wire 
fences that surround his 
pasture and made her way 
north. 
"Talk about instinct," 
Hayes said. "I'm just ■m«imH that she had mat 
good a sense of direction." 
Hayes tracked the cow in 
Monday's rain along a dirt 
road to the Orange-Semi- 
nole county line. But he 
lost the trail, apparently 
because Julieann swam 
the Econlockha tehee River 
and forded several small 
creeks. 
Kraftsow said Wednes- 
day be had sold the cow to 
Hayes because she was 
such a "free spirit," often 
Jumping five-foot cattle- 
gate guards to wander In 
and out of this rural com- 
munity, browsing through 
citrus groves and eating 
oranges and grapefruit 
"Actually, she was such 
a wanderer that we consid- 
ered selling her to the Kis- 
simmee Market for 
hamburger," Kraftsow's 
wife, Virginia, said. "But 
we just couldn't do that 
because she is a purebred 
cow." 
"It's a homing pigeon 
instinct that cats, dogs and 
pigeons have," Dr. Hal 
Wallace of the university's 
College of Agriculture, 
said. "But I'm not aware 
that cattle had that extent 
of an instinct" 
AT A GLANCE rrrrmmmmmm. 
'Space cadets' to serve 'cosmic' eats 
CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP) - If "E.T." ever visits Charlotte, hell have a place to 
eat- a domeshaped "space station" restaurant being opened in May by Carolina 
Specs Stations, Inc. 
The menu win offer "constellation chicken" and "cosmic kabobs" cooked in a 
computerized broiler called a "Robot Chef." 
"The space theme will attract children and adults the first time, but we think 
our food will be good enough to keep them coming beck," Madeleine Miller, 
secretary-treasurer of the company, said. "We won't be a fast-food restaurant. 
We will be serving quick, gourmet food." 
The 100-seat restaurant will be housed in a 26-foot, silver-painted geodesic 
dome. Employees, called "space cadets," will dress in black ana silver costumes. 
Customers'orders will be handled by computer. The restaurant will offer take- 
out service. Customers who eat In the restaurant will have headphones at then- 
tables. 
Children named after foreign cars 
UNCLON Neb. (AP) - When DeLoris Tonniges wanted to find names for her 
children, she looked through sport car magazines instead of baby books. And her 
oldest son is carrying the family tradition. 
Jaguar Ferrari, 23, Lancia LeMans, 22, and Aston Martin, 18, reflect their 
father Donald's intense interest in foreign cars. 
Jaguar and his wife, Rhonda, had a second son Monday, and named him Austin 
Healey. Their older son is Rory Gene Ferrari, 1 
"When my husband decided on Jaguar, I couldn't believe be was serious,' 
recalled Tonniges, who is now divorced and lives in Lincoln. "I finally had to give 
in, but it was my choice the next two times I got pregnant I had to do a little study 
and research." 
WERE FIGHTING 
FOR YOUR LIFE 
Widow, 87, mortgages home 
to r 
AKRON 
old widow 
gages on 
money 
tractor she thought was "a 
nice young man." How- 
ever, police said yesterday 
the man is a known con 
artist and bled the woman 
for $158,000. 
The woman from the 
city's East Side now is 
broke and unable to pay 
her heating bills. 
"She's owned her home 
free and clear for 25 years, 
and last month she wrote a 
check to pay her gas bill 
and it bounced," detective 
Glen Harbin said. "She's in 
danger of losing her 
home." 
Ronald Wedlake, 40, is 
charged with carrying out 
the scam. He was being 
held in the Summit County 
Jail yesterday in lieu of 
$25,000 bond. 
Harbin said the woman 
her own mone 
The Better Business Bu- 
reau of Akron has a thick 
file of complaints about 
Wedlake dating to 1972, 
according to Edward Katz, 
president of the bureau. 
Officials said Wedlake's 
license to work on furnaces 
in the city expired in De- 
cember 1979. 
DESPITE THAT, WeoV 
lake allegedly went to the 
woman's home in 1980 to 
check her furnace, detec- 
tives said. She paid the 
man $3,000 to fix the flue on 
her furnace. 
The woman, who lives 
with an 81-year-old sister, 
considered Wedlake 
nice young man, pi 
said. 
Police Capt. Jerry Foys 
olice 
called them to report she 
had been conned. The 
woman's relatives told the 
bureau the furnace repairs 
never were made. 
Detectives said an anon- 
ymous tip led to Wedlake's 
arrest. 
"He specializes in old 
women,'' Katz said- 
—"la many cases, theel- 
derW are defenseless,'*Tie 
said. "It's a favorite ploy 
of con artists to pretend to 
be a friend to an elderly 
person and then threaten 
them if they won't give up 
their money." 
Bennett, a crime preven- 
tion expert with the Akron 
police, said be would con- 
tact social agencies to find 
help for the woman., 
U-~~~J 
-TIP YOUR 
PIZZA 
DRIVER! 
HOWARD* U 
»ckibho 
•MSiNTS 
the 
o2ion.maino 
do HAIRCUTS 
9™~12      no cover MARCHUTMtU 
+ mm 
DEXTER'S 
SAVE UP TO $2.00 
PRESENT THIS COUPON 
FOR 50* OFF 
ANY DEXTER'S SUB 
(COUfON GOOD FOR DISCOUNTS ON UP TO 
4 SANDWICHES SO* OFF EACH) 
EAT-IN OR CARRY- 
352-4497 352-9814 
THIRD WORLD 
GRADUATE ASSOCIATION 
Mtf 
AFRICAN PEOPLES 
ASSOCIATION 
BUCK HALL OF FMHi MMDS 
Sit. Hires 11 
MrttMlti 
TMMCSIM 172-27M 
I BOARD   OF   BLACK   CULTURAL I 
*vm 
* *iniTri inssTrrrsr»TrerTTrrTTO-rr»T»T 
Thank You 
SBX and 
T.o:s campus Corner 
for your contribution to the 
1*TA*S*HBASH! 
mttmi i.uii tj« UUHIII SJUUS muni 
THE EARLY *, 
PHLPAHE  FOR 
GMAT • MCATLSAT 
SATDATGRECPA 
Join our "Early Bird" and 
Summer Classee In Preparation 
for Your Fall 1982 Exams 
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings and 
weekends. 
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff. 
• Complete TE8T-N-TAPE* facilities for ■     review of class lessons and supplementary 
materlels. 
• Small clasaea taught by skilled Instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons. 
• Voluminous homa-etudy materials constantly 
updated by researchers expert in their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer te and oontinue 
study at any of our over 108 center*. f 
Ah Alpha Phi [       Formal  * 
1  ■       11       ^^ 
Friday, March 11, 1983 
I / 
w 
Phi's & Dates - get ready 
for Romance... 
*                                        * 
rf£ 
ACTIVITES 
: 
^   "An After five AW 
Featuring Lyffe and Audio out of Dayton 
Time: 8:00p.m. Admission: $1.50 
Place: Grand Ballroom - University Union 
Date: March 18 
Cash Bar • I.D. Required 
Dance following the concert 
CHI OMEGA PROUDLY PRESENTS. 
THE PEOPLE WHO MADE IT ALL 
P0SSIDLE : 
I MPLflN 536-3701 3660 Secor Rd. Suite 201 Toledo, ONo 
FirMK«lM<MitOff«CIMmMllMT»«IHllWUlHmi»fiM 
•emsfST mnutiNumiaetnira 
Ttnrsjpawnsa 
srecitura Stan ISM 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
PRESENTS 
"THE ORIGINAL WINTER WEDDING 
SATURDAY MARCH 12 
GROOM: SPAS MAN and BRIDE: SPAS WOMAN 
u 
H0SEHEAD1&UPS 
HOSEHEAD24JOHNNA 
NEWFIE4WIENER 
WALLY 4 LESLEY 
CHUNKS 4CHUNKETTE 
BOXY JOEL ft DIANE 
WTAKABOODLE 
P.M.4MARIA 
ANIMAL&AMY 
BEAN4SPR0UT 
LB. 4 BARBIE DOLL 
M1KE&C0W 
SM00CHABLE4NINI 
TriUNDERMAN4KATHY 
KEN & DEBBIE 
PAPA G. 4 MAMMA G. 
0ZZ1E 4 HARRIET 
DR0NE4DR0NETTE 
BRAD4JANET 
CARLISLE 4 KATHY 
0PIE4D.B. 
MOM 4 DAD 
I . W±W$L  
i 
: 
L 
R0GANDNAN 
BENNY AM WANDA 
TONY AND nOSAUNDE 
JOHN AND MARY ROSE 
PETER AND JOAN 
JN*MY AND J0ANIE 
JW AND MARILYN 
JOAN AND RICHARD 
NANCY 
JOHN AND BARB 
SHARON 
JJ.AN0KATH 
JOHN AND CAROL 
FRANK AND MARILYN 
PAUL AND PEGGY 
BOB AND NANCY 
RICH AND CELLA 
KURT AND MARY 
JOHN AND RfTA 
WARD AND PAT 
BRUCE AND BAM 
JNANDNCKI 
LARRY AN0 SANDY 
KEN AND JUDY 
KBTH AND SUSAN 
BaJ-WfOsUrUNNE 
WALT AND ALICE 
CHUCK AND BETTY 
LARRY AND R0XY 
CHARLIE AND ANN 
FRANK AND SYLVIA 
JAN 
STEVE AND CALVIN A 
JOHN AND MARGE 
FLOYD AND BETTY 
RAY AND CAROLYN 
DOROTHY 
BO6AN0NAN 
GORDON AND JEAN 
KEN AND JUDY 
PAUL AND PEGGY 
LOUISE 
JNANDNORMA 
ROBERT AND MARY LOU 
T0MAN0DEBBY 
BILL AND ELAINE 
BILL AND MARIANNE 
TOM AND SUE 
PERRY ANO PHYLLIS 
CHETANOPAT 
RICHARD AND BERNICE 
BOB AND NANCY 
CHARUEANOJO 
DAVID ANO GWEN 
NANCY 
JERRY ANO SHARON 
TONY AND RUBY 
TOM AND JANE 
DON AND JANE 
I 
: 
: 
: 
DANANDUNOA 
CHI 0MEQA PAHEHTS DAHQUET 
MARCH 12.1903 
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Festival celebrates folk music Dealer tells of arrangement with doctor for drug sales 
by Monica Orosz 
reporter 
This weekend often a chance to 
bear some music that carries appeal 
for rock 'n' rollers and country music 
fans alike. 
The Eighth Annual Black Swamp 
Fob Festival kicks off its two4ay 
events with workshops throughout 
today. Dan Ward, history instructor, 
and Jeff Ritter, graduate assistant in 
popular culture, are co-chairs of this 
year's celebration of American musi- 
cal tradition. 
Workshop sessions beginning at 1 
p.m. and continuing until 5 p.m. in- 
clude demonstrations of folk music 
and harmonica playing. Saul Broudy, 
folksinger   and  harmonica   player 
from Philadelphia, and Hotfoot Quin- 
tet willpreaent the workshops in the 
Perry Croghan Room of the Union. 
A symposium entitled "The Urban 
Hillbilly Today" will be presented this 
afternoon and the evening will wind 
up with a concert by the Hotfoot 
Quintet in St Thomas More gym. 
Tomorrow's schedule offers a full 
day of workshops and concerts by 
various groups. Festival-goers will 
have a chance to see some banjo and 
fiddle playing and learn square danc- 
ing or clogging. Clogging is a foot- 
ngAppalachianf out dance em- 
individual style - Ritter 
it as imagining Jed Clam- 
pett dancing. 
RITTER SAID the festival is for 
observers as well as participants. He 
encouraged those who have instru- 
ments to bring them because they will 
have a chance to play. 
AH the scheduled performers have 
headlined folk festivals throughout 
the country. String-picking, foot- 
toe-tapping and harmony- 
singing typify the music that encour- 
ages an interaction between audience 
and performer. 
Ritter said the music will be unex- 
pectedly liked by many for its improv- 
isational freeness and fun, and for its 
relationship to many kinds of music. 
He said folk music has a definite 
relation to country music and to rock 
V roll. Illustrating its diversity. 
Ward explained that folk music 
descended from the Anglo-Celtic mu- 
sic tradition which came from the 
British Isles to the American colonies. 
He said the music shows Influences of 
both country and traditional Negro 
music. 
Country, bluegrass, swing-jazz and 
ragtime will be represented in perfor- 
mances. 
Festival headllners include Saul 
Broudy, who is known for his ability 
as a performer and for songs like 
"Moose Turd Pie," a lumber camp 
song. Also performing will be the all- 
female Dixie Darlings and the Hotfoot 
Quintet - not to be confused with the 
Hotmud Family, a country music 
band who will wrap up the festival 
with a concert Saturday night. 
All events for the two-day festival 
are free and open to the public. 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Admitted 
drug dealer and organized crime fig- 
ure Carmen Zagaria took the witness 
stand yesterday and described a sys- 
tem he said he arranged with Dr. 
Lambert DePompei to obtain drugs 
for street sale. 
DePompei was a physician at De- 
troit Family Practice Associates in 
the Cleveland suburb of Lakewood 
when false prescriptions were alleg- 
edly written for Zagaria between 
April 1900 and June 1981. 
DePompei is named along with 
Zagaria in a 33-count Cuyahoga 
County grand jury indictment. The 
indictment includes four counts of 
obtaining controlled substances for 
trafficking and 29 counts of writing 
Under Buford's questioning, Zaga- 
ria recounted his own history of vio- 
lence associated with a drug business 
he began in 1976. Zagaria told the jury 
of murders planned and committed 
by himself and Ms associates, who 
were all recently convicted in federal 
court on numerous charges. 
Zagaria said he made from $40,000 
to $50,000 on about 200 prescriptions 
obtained from DePompei. 
Later, Zagaria said, he met with the 
doctor and personally paid for pre- 
scriptions. He said he gave the doctor 
names and descriptions of his drug 
business associates so the doctor's 
records would show prescriptions 
were issued after examinations. 
"I used to get quite a kick out of 
doing it, because I thought I couldn't 
get arrested," Zagaria said. 
PLANT SALE 
Bring your friends and choose 
from a wide variety of flowering 
and green plants 
Ohio wine production grows 
March 14,15,16 
FREE admission 
Sidedoor Union 
10-5 pn 
COLUMBUS (AP) - De- 
spite a drop in both the 
number of Ohio vineyards 
and their output of grapes 
in recent years, the state's 
wine industry is growing. 
Plantings of grapes for 
making wine, the number 
of Ohio wineries and sales 
from those wineries have 
been expanding, industry 
officials say. 
"We have seen increases 
which have been dra- 
matic," Doniella Winchell, 
executive secretary of the 
Ohio Wine Producers Asso- 
ciation, said in a telephone 
interview yesterday from 
the group's Austinburg of- 
fice. 
This month, the Ohio 
Crop Reporting Service re- 
leased its latest survey of 
vineyard land In the state. 
It found a 23 percent drop 
in acreage between 1975 
and 1982. 
Homer Carter, a Crop 
Reporting Service official, 
said the survey found 242 
Bpe growers in the state 
year, down from 288 in 
1975. These growers sold 
fewer grapes and less 
grape juice than in 1975. 
But most of the decrease 
was grapes that are used 
for jellies,Jams and juice - 
not wine, Winchell noted. 
She said many Ohio wi- 
nemakers are beginning to 
plant increased numbers 
of European wine-grape 
varieties and hybrid vane 
presents 
BRIAN TODD 
The New Impressionism 
Impersonates: Bruce Springsteen, 
Billy Joel, Liberace, Kermit the Frog, 
Clint Eastwood, and many others! 
Wed., March. 16 
Sidedoor, Union 
8 pm 
 $1.00  
University Courts 
Now Leasing OFFICE HOURS 
MON-FRI9-5 
SAT 9-12 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
Dependable maintenance 
ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for 
Tenant Pays Electric Only 
Summer Rates Available 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
Behind Wendy's 
********************* 
Tomorrow Night and Every 
SATURDAY 
"LADIES NIGHT" 
A Place To Move Together 
1*17 •».«* kn, *—<   (MD. OM> <StM   JB 
LADIES, 
Renee's Picks Up Your Tab At the 
Door 
LADIES, 
There's All "NEW"  OUTRAGEOUS 
Drink Specials Just For You! 
LADIES, 
Celebrate the Peak of 
Your Weekend Party 
Where Else RENEE'S!! 
Free Pass 
RENEE'S 
BG 
Expires 3/19/83 
For Guys 
****************** 
The Best Build on Campus   * 
Can Be Seen at 
The 1st Annual 
MR. BGSU 
{PHYSIQUE CONTES 
MARCH 12 
Prejudging at 4:30 p.m. 
Finals 8:00 p.m. 
Admission    $1.00 for prejudging 
•1.50 for finals, or 
$2.00 for both 
*********************************************** * 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
adjacent to Dexters, Dorsey Drugs & Sterling Groceries 
Apts. for 2-3-4 Persons 
9 or 12 month leases 
Summer Rate - $475 - entire summer session 
352-9302 352-7365 
evenings 
CARTY RENTALS 
Houses - Apartments - Rooms 
All Near Campus 
Special Summer Rates 
$375 entire summer session 
Phone 352-7365 
BUCKEYE BUDGET MOTOR INN 
Efficiency Apartments 
$240 a month includes 
all utilities and TV and cable 
SHORT or LONG TERM LEASES 
352-1520 352-9302 352-7365 
ties better suited for mak- 
ing wine than most native 
American grapes. 
AT PRESENT, there are 
about 40 Ohio wineries pro- 
ducing and selling wine, 
nearly a 100 percent In- 
crease over the mid-1980s, 
Winchell said. 
She said the quality of 
wines produced in Ohio 
also has improved sharply 
over the past 10 years, 
describing it as "the differ- 
ence between night and 
day." 
"What's unique over the 
last 10 years is that the 
little wineries are creating 
wine drinkers who didn't 
exist before. The beer and 
pretzel folks are comine 
out to the wineries for wine 
and cheese," Winchell 
said. 
During the association's 
recent annual wine compe- 
tition, 108 Ohio wines were 
judged, and "there were just no bad wines at all, 
just superior quality. 
There were even some 
very good reds, which are 
difficult to produce here," 
she said. 
Winchell also said inter- 
est in entering the vine- 
yard and winemaking 
businesses is on the up- 
swing. 
"A number of people are 
looking at the process of 
getting winery licenses or 
planting grapes," she said. 
MIDNITS STIOW 
'INIMA UJ ■     . ^f    CLA-ZEL 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
ALL SEATS $1.50 
A movie 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
ALL SEATS $1.00 
that gives 
America 
what it 
needs 
most... 
STAfrfVf* CINEMA 1*2 
STADIUM flAZA aowilNC GREEN rH. 357 0745 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
INCLUDING BEST PICTURE 
BEST ACTOR - PAUL NEWMAN 
ON EVERYBODY'S BEST PICTURE LIST! 
NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEWS. NEW YORK P0SI 
SEATTLE TIMES. WNYC-flADO NEW YORK, 
LOS ANGELES TIMES. PEOPLE MAGAZINE. 
PBS-TV. VILLAGE VOICE. US MAGAZME, 
CBS-TV 
Frank Gal vin has one last 
chance to do something right 
PAUL NEWMAN 
THE 
VERDICT 
fg]        AT 7:30 « 9:45 PM 
SAT. MAT. 2:00 
SUN. MAT. 2:00 8 4:15 
NICK NOLTE IS A COP. 
EDDIE MURPHY IS A CONVICT. 
THEY COULDNTHAVE LKED EACH OTHER LESS-. 
THEY COUUHTC HAVE HEEDED EACH OTHER BORE. 
AM) THE LAST PUCE THEY EVER EXPECTED TO IE 
IS OH THE SAKE SIDE, EVEN FOR. 
Th€ M Newe/Marcli 11. »»•' * 
Falcons down BSCJ in semi-final 
by Keith Walther 
»pofU editor 
"We want OU. We want OU..." 
The chant rang out from the 4 233 
fans during the second half of last 
night's Mid-American Conference 
tournament semi-final contest be- 
tween Bowling Green and Ball State- 
one in which the Falcons won, 79-69. 
It has been said that, in sports, it is 
difficult to beat a team three times in 
one season. Yet, from the early going 
last night, it was obvious that BG had 
come to play and that they were going 
to prove that dusty belief to be farce. 
Now the Falcons, by defeating the 
Cardinals, move one step closer to a 
bid into the NCAA tournament field. 
All the Falcons must do is defeat the 
Ohio University Bobcats (70-59 win- 
ners over Toledo in the other semi- 
final hookup) this Saturday at 8 p.m., 
in Anderson Arena. The BG-OU game 
will be also be the third time this 
season that the two teams have met 
BSU never led as the Falcons burst 
out to an early 14-4 lead on a David 
Greer "get off of me" drive at the 
15:00 mark. 
Behind the shooting of Keith Taylor 
and Bill Faine, BG dominated play in 
the early going - much to the delight 
of the partisan Falcon fans. But BSU 
dug in and held its ground until they 
could make a move themselves. 
THAT MOVE was a steady pro- 
gression of buckets that were coun- 
tered by a BG goal once in a while. 
Although the Cardinals got back in the 
game, they could never get any closer 
than four points the rest of the way. 
It took the Cardinals four minutes 
to get their first points in the second 
half as BG outscorad them 11-2 to 
jump out to a 50-36 lead. After that, 
BG continued to build on their lead 
behind the play of Faine, and never 
led by fewer than 10 points the rest of 
the contest. 
"We got off to a good start tonight- 
we got really pumped up," said 
Faine, who led all scorers with a 
Tickets for tomorrow night's 
MAC Championship game between 
Bowling Great and Ohio. Univer- 
sity weat on sale Immediately after 
last light's contest and wtu con- 
tbme at the Memorial Hall Ticket 
Office teday from i a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Tomorrow, tickets will be sold 
from t a.m. to I p.m. at the ticket 
window at the BG Ice Arena. 
Any unsold tickets will be put on 
sale when the Anderson Arena 
gates open at »:3t p.m. tomorrow. 
Tickets are priced at $7 for de- 
luxe chair, St for balcony chair, ft 
far reserved bench, ft for adult 
general admission and $2 for stu- 
dent general admission. 
career-high 28 points. "In the second 
half we like pushing it (the lead) into 
double figures light away. Because 
that way it is really hard for the other 
team to come bade - especially when 
we're here in Anderson (Arena)." 
BG coach John Weinert also said 
that it is always a goal before a game 
for his club to control the first 10 
minute* of the first half and the first 
10 minutes of the second. "When we 
do that we usually win. But Ball State 
is a tough team to shake. We were up 
bv 20 Mints aeainst them at their 
place this year and had to win it on a 
last second (Keith Taylor) shot 
"I THINK we came out a little too 
high tonight" Weinert added. "That 
is to be expected. But I didn't think we 
played one of our better games as a 
team. We got a little careless with our 
game. There shouldn't be any of that 
(a showtime, so to speak) on the 28th 
game of the season. 
The Falcons at times brought the 
house down with their quick passing 
and fast break baskets. At other 
times, BG kicked the ball around 
more than the BG soccer team does 
while practicing. But, throughout it 
all, Faine remained a tower of consis- 
tency. 
The six-foot seven junior from Mt. 
Cory connected on 11 of 15 shots from 
the field and six of eight from the foul 
line for his 28 markers. Meanwhile, he 
was pulling down eight rebounds - 
second in the game to teammate Colin 
Irish's 10 caroms. 
"Their defense was stopping David 
Jenkins fairly well (Jenkins, lie Fal- 
cons' leading scorer, had 19 hard- 
fought points) but that left a lot of 
things open for the rest of us." Faine 
said. "That is what's great about this 
team - anyone can nurt the other 
team at anytime." 
We Just want to get to the NCAA's. 
We don't care who won (the OU-UT 
game)." 
That is not quite the case, accord- 
ing to Irish. 
^'We knew we bad to win this one or 
our season was possibly over," Irian 
■aid. "It would have been nice to play 
Toledo because they beat us once. But 
we can't worry about who we're play- 
ing - we have to Just pby our game. 
Weinert did not think that the fact 
that OU has played two games al- 
ready this week will have an effect on 
tomorrow's game. 
"Both teams are going to be a bit 
tired," he said, "Ohio will be travel- 
ing here - but our trip to Athens was 
not too fatiguing for us so I don't think 
it wffl be for them, either. 
"It should be a real struggle. At 
this stage an injury in (todafs prac- 
tice) could decide it. It could be a real ■bow. I'm Just glad that that produc- 
tion for that show will take place 
here." 
BALL STATI •• 
McCollum. 9-0—18; Furlln. 2-4—8: Scott. 
7-0—14; Monsbory, 1-0—2; locey, 4-0—8; 
Shelton. 6-1—13; Chester. 0-0-0 Jones. 
O-O—O: Cormieheol. 2-0—4; Jome». l-O— 
2. TOTALS: 32-5—«9. 
BOWUNO OatSN 79 
Greer. 1-2—4; Jenkins. 4-11—!•; Taylor. 
7-3—17; Faine. 11-*—28; Irish. 5-1—11; 
Abendroth. 0-0—0: Woddell, 0-0—0: Jock- 
ton, 0-0—0: Thomas. 0-O—0; Miller. 0-0— 
0; Swlnt. 0-0-0. TOTALS: 28-23-79. 
BG's Ridgway selected to all-America team 
Bowling Green's David Greer (In while) drive* for a 
luyup between Ball State defenders Ray MeCallum 
(10) and David Scott (31), In list night'* 78-69 Falcon 
victory In the Mid-American Conference semMlnal 
game In Anderson Arena. 
BG Mews Photo/ 
Patrick Sandor 
by Tom Hlsek 
assistant sport* editor 
Last season he was constantly dou- 
ble-teamed by the opposition, coaches 
were out to shut-down his offensive 
skills - be was a marked man on the 
soccer field. Yet, Neil Ridgway defied 
those odds to become an all-American 
soccer player. 
Last December, Ridgway became 
the first Falcon player to be named a 
first-team all-Amerlcan in the 18-year 
history of BG soccer. The only junior 
named to the squad, Ridgway joined a 
select group of talented soccer play- 
ers from such traditional soccer pow- . 
erhouses as Indiana, Duke, Stanford 
and Philadelphia Textile. 
Being named to that select group, 
capped off a year of accomplishments 
for the talented striker from Toronto, 
Ont With 30 points on 10 goals and 10 
assists, Ridgway set the season mark 
for points in a season and new stan- 
dards for career points and career 
WITH THOSE impressive stats, 
Ridgway took home enough plaques 
from this year's soccer banquet to 
cover the Great Wall of China. If 
Ridgway was trying to Mil out a soc- 
cer resume'.the banquet would have 
been a good place to start listing his 
accomplishments: first-team All- 
Ohio, first-team All-Mideast Carl 
Dale Award as Outstanding Defensive 
Player in Ohio, and finally BG's Most 
Valuable Player Award as voted by 
his teammates. 
"My dad was very happy," Ridg- 
way said.' 'Every year I've been here, 
he has set goals for me. Freshman 
year it'was just to get some playing 
time (he played in 13 games), sopho- 
more year it was to make all-Ohio (he 
went another step and made all-Mid- 
east), and last year it was to make all- 
BG icers continue CCHA title bid 
by Steve Ctulnn 
sports reporter 
If last weekend's performance 
against Notre Dame was any indica- 
tion of how Bowling Green's hockey 
team will play this weekend in the 
CCHA championship tournament, 
then BG's first opponent Northern 
Michigan, could be in for the game of 
its life. 
Tonight's game will be played at 
Detroit's Joe Louis Arena at 7 p.m., 
with the winner playing the top team 
in the other CCHA semi-final game 
between Ohio State and Michigan 
State. That championship game be- 
gins at 7 p.m. tomorrow night. 
The Falcons defeated Notre Dame 
in the first round of the tourney, last 
weekend, by scores of 8-3 and 7-2 for a 
15-5 total-goal series win in what was 
the Fighting Irishes' last game as a 
varsity program. 
BG raised its overall record to 27-7- 
4 and was ranked fourth in the WDOM 
media poll with one first place vote 
after last weekend's showing. 
THE ND series saw two records 
broken by Senior Brian Hills and 
freshman Jamie Wansbrough. Hills 
notched his 268th career point to make 
him the CCHA and BG career scoring 
leader. Wansbrough displayed his of- 
fensive abilities by scoring five goals 
in the first game which tied a BG 
record for most goals in a single 
game. He was also named the CCHA's 
player of the week. 
The Falcons will have to count on 
their explosive offense to beat the 
Wildcats tonight It was Hills' offen- 
sive talents that helped the team to its 
second CCHA title and helped him 
earn CCHA's player of the year, yes- 
terday. He currently leads the nation 
as well as the CCHA in scoring with 93 
points (37 goals and 56 assists) and is 
a Hobey Baker (collegiate hockey's 
MVP) finalist. 
Sophomore def enseman Gary Gal- 
ley Joins Hills on the All-CCHA first 
team while sophomore center Dan 
Kane was a second team selection. 
Galley is fifth in team scoring at 16- 
28-44 and is one goal away from a BG 
record of most gaols in a season by a 
defenseman. Kane is tied with team- 
mate John Samanski for second in 
team scoring with 24-31-55 total. 
THE WILDCATS did not have as 
easy a weekend as the Falcons had. In 
their first game they edged Michigan 
Tech 3-2 and tied the Huskies 3-3 in the 
second game for a total score of 6-5. 
NMU's record currently stands at 18- 
16-4. 
They will be paced by leading 
scorers, senior Erie Pontath 22-29-51 
and freshman Bob Curtis 17-26-31. 
The Wildcats will also be supported 
by strong goaltending from junior 
Jeff Poeschl. Poeschl has a 3.12 CCHA 
goals against average and a 3.27 over- 
|^^^^^^^^^^^^^!:!:^^^^^!-!-!•!:^!-^H:^H-!:^!-!T!:^:!:!•! 
Tonight's game will be the third 
meeting this season between these 
two teams with the Falcons winning 
the two previous games. BG defeated 
NMU in two closely contested battles 
at Marquette, Mich. The Falcons 
opened the first game against the 
Wildcats with a 7-5 win but had to 
fight for an overtime 7-6 victory in 
their second meeting. 
DESPITE BG'S success against 
NMU coach Jerry York has a great 
deal of respect for the Wildcats. 
"I was very impressed with their 
quickness," York said. "They have 
one of the top freshmen in the league 
in Bob Curtis and experience in the 
NMU coachVHlck'Qromley also 
expressed respect for his oppponent. 
''Bowling Green is great Cromley 
said. "They are one of the best teams 
in the country. We played them tough 
up here (Marquette), so we are 
looking forward to this game." 
Nell Ridgway 
Ohio and all-Mideast (he added all- 
American for good taste). Next year 
he just wants me try to repeat those 
honors." 
Ridgway was covered so tightly 
last season, that often times he stood 
out like a sore thumb to opposing 
defensemen. Yet relying upon his 
strong ball-handling skills and his 
quick shot Ridgway was usually able 
to stay a step ahead of the competi- 
tion. 
BUT MORE importantly - the op- 
posing coaches were noticing Ridg- 
way's superior play.. After every 
game, coaches are asked to make 
nominations for various awards, and 
the word was that Ridgway was get- 
ting a. lot of nominations for the all- 
Amencan spot 
"I knew I was having a good sea- 
son," Ridgway said. "I was still get- 
ting the point output even though I 
was double-teamed a lot I still knew I 
was performing as well as I had done 
in the past. 
"After each game I heard some of 
the coaches were voting for me and 
that gave me the incentive to play 
well. It really wasn't on my mind - ft 
was Just nice to be receiving votes. 
There was no pressure whatsoever, I 
just take each game as it comes." 
Although the laurels were in recog- 
nition of his individual play, Ridgway 
discounted his role in the spotlight. He 
pointed out the strong play of his 
teammates last season (a team which 
recorded 12 victories - the moat by a 
BG team), and the recognition the the 
soccer program will receive having a 
player labeled "All-American." 
"It brings attention to the program. 
It opens up the door to other players to 
gain honors," Ridgway said. It will 
open doors for all of us - It's not going 
to make them (his teammates) better 
Slyaers just because I received it, but 
will make us look on to the future." 
FOR THE moment Ridgway is 
looking forward to BG making the 
NCAA Tournament (a feat BG hasn't 
achieved since 1973) and the possibil- 
ity of being drafted by a professional 
team. Being drafted is certainly not 
an elusive dream, because as Ridg- 
way said, "it's not often that teams 
pass up an all-American." 
"But it's not Ridgway and seven 
dwarfs out there," be said. "Palmi- 
sano (head coach Gary Palmisano) 
said teams will be trying to shut me 
down next year. But you cant shut 
down BG if you shut down only one 
player." 
University Village 
NOW LEASING 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food . 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
•Summer rates available 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
PHONE 
352-0164 
K 
.....!........,,.......I.;I!.;.:J..J.;.;...I 
> 
Local Talent Auditions 
Hera's your chance ta show us what you've gotf 
April 4th and 6th    8:30-11:30pm    Faculty Lounge 
\ Performers should sign up for 
I a 10-15 minute audition in the UAO office 
fc-y*:*:*:-:*^^ 
It's totally awesome fer-surr! 
MM Am Manor-Third and Fourth Sts . 
are gas apartments with ga* heat, 
water and cooking tor FREE) 
Each equipped with garbage disposal. 
air contStorariB. cable hook-up and 
btaol storage! 
Two bedroom, unfurnlahed-$300/mo. 1 year 
leaae 
S-355/mo. 9 mo. lease 
(Divided between All of You!) 
Summer Rate: $300 entire summer! 
Like, go-fer It!!! 
Cel 352-4380 after 10 a.m.  352 7361 after 3 p.m. 
Sunday through Friday 
P1ICES»PIKES»PIKES»PIKESPIICES»PIKES» 
": CONGRATULATIONS 
=■    NEW ACTIVES OF 
IIKA 
Jim Clark 
Mike Sanoian 
Gian DeCaris 
Scott Kacic 
Dave Branum 
Nick Haas 
Mike Harwood 
Dave Marinac 
Jeff King 
Ted Ceglia 
a.» P I K E S « P I K B S « P I K E S » P I K E S    .     p     l    K     E    S 
P I 
IB 
ca BLACK STUDENT UNION 
ELECTIONS 
• President 
•Vice President of Operations 
•Vice President of Business 
• O m buda person 
•Executive Secretary 
Applications Available: 
Deadline: March 14 - 
Student Development 
Ethnic Studies 
The Obsidian 
Black Student Union Office 
BSU Striving For u 
Bernthisel 
AutoWorks, Inc. 
Complete Car Care 
• CoWalon a Tuna-Up 
• Painting a Alignment 
• Ruat Proofing • Balancing 
• Fraim Work a Tran»ml»»lon 
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Good sects are s«r avaaaUa for the Stray Cats concert to be held at B p.m. Sunday/March 
20) In Anderson Arena. 
VcketB, priced at $8.50 In advance and $9.60 day of the ahow, can be purchased 
between 9 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays at the Union Information Desk, andat Finders Records and 
The Source In Bowling Green. 
UAO plans plant sale, more 
Special Side Door entertainment and a 
plant sale are two upcoming events being ' 
sponsored by UAO. 
Impressionist Brian Todd, a student at the 
University of Akron who Imitates everyone 
from Johnny Carson and Kermit the Frog to 
the vocal talents ot the Bee Gees and Slim 
Whitman, wM perform at 8 p.m. Wednesday 
(March 16) in the Side Door of the Union, 
Todd's act Is a combination of over 45 
taking and singing impressions with a show 
that is adaptable to any audience. Though 
new to the college market, hie background in 
local night clubs and national comedy clubs 
has given him an Impressive edge. 
Admission is $1. 
Also performing at the Side Door from 8- 
11 p.m. Friday and Saturday (March 18-19) 
wi be Mark Smith, a muitt-taiented 
singer/songwriter, actor; fltttar player and 
handwriting analyst. 
Smith has written over 50 original songs, 
opened tor such acts as Jefferson Starahip, 
Emmy Lou Hams and George Benson, end 
and modem actor VMDTMBY 20 major roles on 
stage in America and England. 
Admission to both performances Is $1 50 
at the door. 
During that same week, a plant sale wB be 
held from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday through 
Wednesdsy (March 14-16) in the Side Door. 
A variety of green and flowering plants win be 
for sale. Admission Is free. 
Seniors challenged to make pledge 
Senior Chseenge '83, an annual fund-raising project organized by the Development and 
Alumni Affairs Office and carried out by more man 150 seniors w« kickoff Monday (March 14). 
On that date, seniors w* be asking their classmates to donate to the annual class gift. This 
year's challenge Is to raise $45,000 in pledges in just one week. 
Rfty percent of the money rsised wHI be used to establish the "Class of 1983 Health Center 
Endowment Fund," Unlike other funds, an endowed fund calls for the Investment of the money 
and allows for only the interest to be spent. In this way, an endowed fund insures that there wil 
be a constant and endless supply of money. 
Interest from the Health Center endowed fund wS be used to purchase medical equipment, 
and to develop and expand preventive health programs tor students 
The other half of the money pledged will be distributed to the department, college, program 
or office of the donor's choice. 
Fledges made to the program are paid over a three-year period, with the first payment due m 
June of 1984. Students wHI be asked to make pledges of between $30 and $ 100 a year, for a 
total pledge of between $90 and $300. 
Seniors who are not contacted by a Senior Chaftenge participant but would like additional 
information, should contact the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs at the fvBetl Alumni 
Center. 
Bowling Green State University March 11, 1983 
Robots rule men in Tevis-inspired play 
The world premiere stage production of 
''tvtocWngblrd,'' baaed on the science fiction 
novel by Walter Tavie, w* be presented at 8 
p.m. Wednesday through Saturday (March 
16-19) in the Mam Auditorium of University 
Hal. There also wB be a3 p.m. performance 
wi Saturday (March 19). 
Adapted for the reader's theater and 
(•/acted by Dr. Lois A. Cheny, professor of 
speech. Tevta has created *MooWngblrd" as 
a 26th century work* to which robots rule 
society and serve Ignorant. Wterate humans 
who spend their ffvaa watching television, 
eating synthetic food and swaiowing 
trsnquBzers to make them starts. The world 
la run by Spofforth. the twst advanced of at 
the robots who has an almost human 
consciousness. 
Spofforth slows Berttiey, a young Ohio 
professor to learn how to read, a long-deed 
ski. but BenBey atao acquires human 
ambition and a desire for human contact. 
Fotowtng the March ^performance, the 
author of the novel wi present an open 
critique of fhe stage production. The 
appearance by Tevle, who is expected to 
spend two days on.campue where he also w* 
speak to classes. Is being sponsored by the 
Lmfversity Theatre, the ArtJet Series and 
University Student Activities. 
Tickets tor the world premiere production 
can be purchased at fhe Main Auditorium box 
office between 9 sum. and 5-p.m. .weekdays 
or by caBng 372-2719. 
Tickets are $1.50 for students. $2.50 for 
senior dozens and groups of 15 or more 
adults, and $3.50 for adults. 
Scholarship deadlines near 
Numerous scholarship*, tnckitffig ones 
from Woman's Studhw, the th ester 
department, Ethnic Studies, and Legal 
Studies are heir id 
student! 
the University Women's Studies Program 
Is sponsoring an awards oorryeatton for fhe 
beat scrKxenV maauaertpt ftjmlneahg the 
tves, rolss. scMevernerts snd status of 
women ... past or present, 
Non-Action manuscripts may take the form 
of an essay, reeeereh paper, critique or 
philosophical argument, and may range m 
length from 1200 to 8700 words. 
Manuscripts may be original material written 
tor the cornpatWon or works prepared for a 
class. 
There wH be separate competitions for 
graduate and undergraduate students and 
anyone, male or female may enter. A prize of 
$100 wi be given to one undergraduate and 
one graduate student. Deadano for 
submit Dion Is S p.m. Monday (March 21) in 
317 West Has. 
Apptoattons are being accepted by the 
University Theater Program for its 1963-84 
$1,000 talent scholarships. To be eegtrie. 
students must be enroled during the entire 
198364 academic year and need not be 
theater majors. Winners wel be selected on 
the basis of audrtons, resumes and letters of 
■ reoomflTersosiion. 
Music faculty to perform 
Twenty faculty members from the Colege 
of Musical Arts wfl perform in the next 
Chamber Series concert at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday (March 16) in Bryan Recital Hal 
of the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The performance Is free and open to al. 
The concert aeries, begun two years ago. 
spoHghts the diversity of talent among the 
University's music faculty as wel as the 
Diversity of music. 
Five works wH be performed during the 
concert, inctudtoo *X3utfto»» In 0 minor," by 
Tetomann, "Chid on toe Shore," by Mfohaef 
Head, -VOteeauUa* Bob, Op. 21. "by Fran* 
Doppter, "Tito par Haute, Oboe a Fagotto." 
by Jumaan Andresean and "Caramel Mou 
(Shimmy) pour Jazz Band." by Darius 
Mahaud. 
Among focutt ■■ dated to appear 
are David Mela. Hob-:- viBanfley, 
Alan 8m*h. vtooaS^^^^Hbert 
Lockard. Bone Bt aaaHaBaS 
Kffiv 
BowUng    comrounfc 
iff*): 
Applications are available In the theater 
office, 322 South hal and must be received 
by April 1. at which time an audition must be 
scheduled. Audtttone w** be held from i 
4 p.m. April 9 In the Joe E Brown Theater.- 
The Flora Btoch Ethnic Arts Award is being 
offered by the Ethnic Studies Department To 
qualify, a student must be a fuMme 
undergraduate in good atandng, who has 
completed one quarter of study and is 
enroled or has taken one ethnic oriented 
course. 
Applicants must submit an ethnic oriented 
fofc art project from any arts medium. Entries 
must be summed by April 4 to the Ethnic 
Studtes Department, 117 ShatzeJ Hal. Cash 
prizes wil be awarded with $260 tor first 
place, $100 second, an $50 third. 
Students who are graduating In May ot 
1984 with plans to enter the legal profeaston 
may apply for the Reddto Law Sofwlarahip, a 
stipend of $1,000 to be used to defray that 
student's expenses during their senior year. 
The winner wW be chosen on the basis of 
scholastic achievement, extracurricular 
activities and ability. 
Applications and additional Information can 
be obtained at the Legal Studtes and PoKtical 
Science departments, and at the offices of 
the Criminal Justice Program snd the Colege 
of Arts and Sciences. 
Deadline for submitting applications I 
p.m. April 8 at the Legel Studies department. 
253 Business Administration. 
BQ night set 
st the symphony 
Friday (March 18) is designated as 
"Bowing Green State University Night St the 
Toledo Symphony Orchestra." . 
And to celebrate, the symphony Is offering 
the University community me opportunity to 
purchase $9 tickets for that evening's 
performance for $4.50. The concert, which 
begins at 8:30 p.m., wfl feature vk 
Aaron Rosand, who has played an 
rave reviews throughout the n 
Tickets are on sale at the 
Acttvfflea Office and it Aw 
Students Richard Lent- 
located on the third i; 
For students, I 
offering transpcrtatto- 
concert. A bus wf lea- 
st 7:16 p.m. that nkjhi 
ant a seat on the bus i 
The deadfe 
reserving a bus seat it. 
Drama retells 
atomic tragedy 
"Ghosts of Hiroshima," a mutti-medto 
on the actual testimonies of those who 
survived the 1945 atomic bombings of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, wl be staged at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday (March 15) In the 
Grand Baaroom of the Union. 
Admission to the performance, which is 
being sponsored by the Bowling Green 
Peace CoaWon, Is free. 
The hour-long "documentary drama" is 
written and directed by Deborah Lubar, 
playwright and oVector, actress, snd 
instructor In Engesh at Oberin. 
In the performance, the stories of the 
survivors are juxtaposed with nuclear facts 
and figures spoken by educators, 
scientists and government experts snd the 
actors make extensive use of stylized 
masks. 
Exchange students celebrate, 
share heritage with others 
A "Parade of Nations," featuring flags from 
all over the world, wil kick off the beginning of 
the 20th Annual International Week to be held 
from Apr| 5 through Aprl 10. 
Beginning In front of Student Services at 1 
p.m., the parade wH march to Wetems Hal 
where outside International Coffee Hours wM 
be held from 1:30-4p.m. 
Operating under the theme. "International 
Understanding,'' other events throughout the 
week include a Bruce Lee movie entitled 
"Enter the Dragon," a speaker on "The 
History of Telephony and Sound," a 
discussion of "Traveling through Europe on 
84* a Day," and an International Dinner with 
food, ooatumes and entertainment, from al 
over the wortd. 
international Week Is sponsored bv the 
Worid Student Assooiai ve to 
io Intercuftursl e< 
interajandlng and friendship among the 
Aodmonej fr- 
events wi be cover e aeue of 
Green Sheet, Apr; 
Deadline dates change 
eeUfltversfty OfTfoaaf 
i ooopoteUnn with The 
aser* 
W, 
Weekend 
Highlights 
Friday 
"■■ 
M*d. 11 
l»a-Wtatt» 
last day to drop ■ oka* and races* a WP.  110 
7 pja. - AMean Watt tsent 
A movie entasd, "Last Grave at nnbrua-Tha (jprprded 
People"  ««  be  shown.  Sponaorad  by  ttw  African 
Psoptes AaaoctoSon. Free and opan to al. AnaM,- 
Coesnona. 
T s.m ■. IfcKksw 
BGSUvs Northern MteWoan University In a CCHA seml- 
ftaa) gams. Joe Lou* Anna (Dakott. Ml*.). 
73B aJ«. - UAO Csmpss Ftaa 
'Ttfaater sal pa etiown. (1 ,80 wah BGBU IP. Gtoh 
FanThaalar. Mama. 
• pja. - Bestial 
Jerome Roes, arttot In raaldanoa, Coteg* of Music*! 
Arta. *• preeent a ptoateeturp and radtal. Froe and 
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moots MuaJcal Arta 
Cantor. 
Saturday 
MO e.m.-t:J0 p-m. - Bssketbaft Ms/sown 
Sponaorad by Phi Kappa T«u fraternity   Opan to to* 
apaetatora and al ragMtorad Mama. Skatont Rao Cantor. 
t p-m. - OymtaaHaa 
80SU va. Cantral Michigan UnKwatty. Epptor Compk» 
3 pja. - Concert 
The Univerariya Woman's Chorus «• perform to con- 
eort. Free and opan to al. Kceackar Hat Moor* Muatoa) 
Aria Cantor. 
« p.m. - Hoekey 
The CCHA conactolon gama tar tord placw a* be held 
JoaUutoArana{OatraH.Mr.. 
4:38 pjn. - AMean Week toeM 
The "Hack Hal of Fame Aararaa" a* be haW. Sponsored 
by tie African Peoples Aawxtotton and too ThM Work) 
Graduate Association Tickets $2  Northeast Carmen*. 
The CCHA cttoiptonehlp gama wB ba hatd. Joe Louie 
Arena IDetrok. Mich). 
a-11 pj*. - Cafliawaaaa Entoibilrrment 
smgar and gukartat. Joai Metowr. and t» musical 
group.  Vjruj Guys", wB perform. Free and open k> al 
nnl«i*Lounga.   at.  Tramps  Mom   Church.   426 
Thuraah. 
7:30 pj* - UAO Campus Fton 
Saa 7:30 p.m. Friday. March 11 tobng. 
I pja. - Baaketbet 
The MAC Anal companion wB be held. 
MS pja. - 0A0 Cempu. Fie* 
3ae 7:30 p m  Friday, March 11 istng 
This Week 
And Next 
At B6 
Monday 
PtafOn l*r 
tMu*.-mu 
St Atoyowa Church, 1S0S. Enterprise. 
I sjit-S pja, - Hewers Student AaaaotoMan Batlto 
A W aenvjeter's ruWon plui three (80 book echo*- 
ttthtos wtj ba rafttod. Ttokato any patMli (orit or ah 
for S8 unM March 24  231 Aomftiatalton. 
, • ajru-» pja. - Golden Kay Haosiiel Honor Society 
An rPormaton tabto wd tap matotH to answer any 
Hue alone about Ma honor society tor Junbrs and 
seniors. Foyer. Union. 
I e-av pja. - IMP MM Course t>i#ia)Hliin 
C,hooMlhOTCT«25dlf)areolcc«ir»eslnck«*r^«iwt»ng, 
C^flrataM.andmbntogy. Qpantoa), Feet due upon 
reorskstton UAO offtoe.trerd noor,Unto. 
• ajB.* pan. - I" AO Plant Sato 
A variety of greafi and flowering ptento wt» b-o apto. See 
story elsewhere Opan to al Srle Door, Union 
II aja.-.- 
St Patrick's Day Baaast ear Ba an seta, atoonaonal by 
ih. Student Roc O,- 
il:Maj».-Meaa 
St Thornaa k ar 
9** 
ana 
iJi pja. — Pe#tryfFten<iO Ac. 
Jrtnaa DaCraaoank rittoM In tn* Engtoh 
dapanmant, ■ edby 
tn CretoK* c al. 
Commular O- 
tJMp 
T pja. - ftaallinl to—ai 
Maalng. Opan 10 at Aaai 
attoa I p ja. - OMarktadhaj Mo 
How to baooma a mambar of toe 1 »83*4 ohaarkjadkig 
aquad W be otaouaaad Opan to al. 115 Education. 
Tuesday 
Hmk 15 
I IJH-1 p.m. - Ootdaw Kay WeMonal Honor loalaty 
An Worraatkm laDto wd ba avatabte to anawar any 
OjnaanUia about Ma honor aodaty tor tumors and 
•ontora. Rrat floor, Moeetoy. 
I aja.-« p.av - UAO IrankCauraa Haajakaaloii 
Saa P a.m. Monday, March 14 leahg. 
• aj«.-« pja. - UAO Flam Sato 
8aa 3 s.m Monday. Mar* 14 toting. 
18 aja-4 pja. - Ftoarar Sato 
See 10 a.m. Monday. Mar* Ulattng. 
IftM SJB.-S.I0 pja. - ftocycene, Drhm 
Ppytng  16 cents par pound for al aluminum cans 
8rxira>3n>d fjylrwErivkorirnarnaltntaraat Group. Foc^ 
Student Sarvteas 
IdtoX pjn. - rjaatlng aapatrad AdaHamant 
Program advice from Bonk Waft, graduate aaatotant. For 
aduoafton majora only. 424 Eoucetkjn. 
ran p.m. - Hearing Impakad AOrl.i.i.at 
Program advice from Patricia GflrMh. apaoka aducaOon 
Inatructor. For education majors only. 424 Education. 
I p.W. AkwnrM Sock eutKrtoJekto 
Oaadana for apprtotftona tor eix S1S0 book tcManhlpa 
to be rewarded on the bears of academic record and 
ftiencka need Opan to akidanto with lees ton P2 
aimtikti hours of creak. Return oornptoied appausttona 
to 206 Adn*ikMraBon. 
•.» pj«. - UatoereMy 44t CUto 
Maekng Opan to al. 102 Hayes. 
TM pj«. - Documantory Drama 
The "Ghosts of Hkoehlma." a drama baaed on actual 
atortoa of the aurvfvora of the bembtoga of reroet*netnd 
Magaaakl. Japan w« ba preeantod. Sponaorad by tie 
tkwereky Peace Cctaaaon. Saa atory akMwrhere. Fn* 
atto opan to al. Qrand Balroom, Union. 
I pjn. - Undaroraduale Alamnl Aaaoototton 
Maatng.  Opan  to al undergraduatoa. Lobby,  Mass 
Alumni Center. 
I p.m. - Raettai 
Compaaar Andres 8zarakk*Jyl. —igelali protoaaor tn 
tie Cotoge of Musical Arta. wi praaenl a oompoatoon 
redtal. Free and opan to al. Bryan Aactos Hal, Moon 
Muataal Aria Center. 
t pj». - Wiidaati For Aiumals 
Meeflng Opan to al. 102 Henna. 
■ pja. -I^Mhattoalc Coonck 
Meetmg. Opan to al. Community Suits. Union 
fkJ* pm. - Chrtoltan Setonea Canton* 
Maebng. Open to al Fort Room, Union. 
Wednesday 
Meres 16 
» a.ia.-» pja. - Qakton Kay WiPaaal Honor taHMy 
Saa S am. Tuesday. Mar* 16 tottng. 
t aja.4 pj>. - UAO ftonkCearac fMtotoMton 
Sea 8 i.m. Monday. Mar* 14 leery 
taJn5l>.ia.- UAO FlaM (ate 
See Bern Monday. Mar* Mleohg 
1^0 pja. -Stotogy lawhiai 
Or Hob^BurrmntratrttiwMedk^Coa^jeofOhlo.wt 
dtocuaa. ••Sequence-specific Protein DMA rnterecfJone " 
Fraa and opan to al. 112 Ufa Scianca 
4pj*.-to ■to Adtoaary SaawJ 
rtoor»V<torautonkahginarjpeMfl*tobeonthe 1B83- 
84  board.  Thla group programs and cooidtoatoa al 
hkamural spryang acthkkM. Opan to al students Return 
appfcaJtona to 106 Student Roc Center 
ffcto) P.O. - United Chrtotton FaMearahip 
Oukeach maalng «« ba hek). Open to al. UCF House, 
S13Thutattt. 
7 pjn. - HPBI kitormattoa atoeMna, 
An  rilormatlooal meetng  to discuss  praparaton tor 
careers In to* Sekte of recteaO* and kkaure wl ba held. 
Opan to al freshmen and sophomores   106 fpptor 
Cornplax rtorth. 
7 pjit-H Stgoie Alpha 
Waskon Into Ms PoMtoai Science Honor Society wp be 
held. Opan to al 407 Moaatoy. 
7:»0 pj*. - Women to Bu amass 
Maalng. Opan to al members, no But meet Admmie- 
of Ctototom Mudeata 
Chapel 
■ pja. - UAO "tmprnslenlsm" rwtirtolaaiiiil 
Brian Todd wi partorm nkj rnparaonakona of Vtotov 
Cronkfto, Mr. Rogers. VMM Msto* and mora In tie one- 
man show, "The New Impieeeluntjm." Saa atory atoa- 
whera Admission (1 Opan to at. Stoa Door. Unton. 
I pjn. - Concert 
Twenty Univarsrty tacuRy membera from tie Coesge ot 
Muarcsl Arta wN partorm In concert ea part of the Bryan 
Chamber aaries. See story rkaswhere. Free end open to 
al Bryan RadtM Hal, Moore kkraical Arts Center 
7:30 pj». - 
Maatng. Oppn to at 
.-FtMtotontoarehi 
Meeting Open lo al. Assembly 'Soorn* MeFat. 
I p.m. - Itokrararty Theater Fmdaotten 
'Mwaohgbird" wl ba praaantod. SIP atory ataewtiart 
Ttokatt (1.60 students, (2.60 aanior cabana, and 
•3.60 others. Main Audrtorium, University Hal. 
Ipm-aa lentol IMarsel Qroup 
Maatng. Opan to al. 210 Nayaa. 
(-10 pja. - PvMto Skattof 
Students (1.26 wkh BQSU 1.0. Skato ranto) 60 cants. 
toe Arera. 
Sponeorsd by the Student Rac Club. 78 canto par game. 
Opan to al. Al-Mer Lanaa. 1010 fi. Main. 
WtMfcK pja. - (tor (kuto« 
OpanntotinatiWrpatrnlbi.Sporamsdbynapttyalca 
and aakunomv Jeosiliiwnt5  Rool   :   .:,.......-.:.,:. 
Ihursday 
MmlitT 
The BO Wa»erfM-rcbtl. 1983 V 
TMpM 
•Thursday NHa Uve" woraMp 
to al. Town Room Union 
7^Mae pjn. - CuMeral Censaraat, 
an cat 
aplrkuaSV. prjMtoal ayatams, and ouster- 
Sponaorad by tie Honor* Student Aaaoc* 
opan to at. Mtto Lounge, Prout ftoaHan|^^H 
•   pfca*.   as   UW*Ja*aTMaTy   TrSatfaNaTaT trr^eatMaTffMfS) 
■Is^cklngMrd.' wtr. an opan crtooue of tot parks e—ce 
by toe novafs author, waker Tavto, «a ea presented. 
Saa atory alssehare Tlckato (i 50 atoopato. $2.50 
senior ckbans, and (3.60 otnara. Matt Aurtoortum, 
University Hat 
( pja. — Caneart 
■•Carsjoopto," a ureversky Mam ensemble dkoctod by 
Herbert Spencer. esaocHt. profaaaur m tie Coasge al      rwa-ss net 
Musical Arts, wP psrlorm in concert .Free and open to      SaaSpjaTwato 
al Bryan Rectal Hal. Moors Musical Arta Cantor. 
tpjav-UMa»a»| Tppila Miaastitii 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Mar* 16 aMng. 
» pjn. - Conoart 
The Itokwaky A Capoeto Chok. dkectao by Richard 
Metier, professor m Ma Cetegs of Musical Aria. wS 
psrkwWowertFrseandopantos* KobsokerHal. 
Moor* Musical Arts Canter 
I pja. - UAO Campua Fttot 
"A Star la Born." atontoe Barbara Stretaand and Kite 
•UatotoMon. wSba shown. (1.50 arth BOSU 1.0. Qtoh 
HB TisiBiBsTfr. Mnoftat. 
Wednsaday, Mar* 16 toahg. 
kit pja. - UAO Campus Fton 
•The SMrtng- starring took raohotoon. wH ba shown. 
Free and open to al. Oiah Flm Theater. Harms. 
Ktw pJH. *■ UnHeM CaMnMBsVi FfjetOWwIiff 
SpHual Qrowti Group Open to at »13 Thirstn. 
KM pjn. - UnMad CtototkM FaatoaraMp 
BUS atudy Opan to si 313 ThunjBr, 
t pjs. - Franeh (u 
(pja. - Shitast Caunet tor Bu 
Msatwg Open to al. 111 Busin* 
asasaal Ctotoran 
lAttntntokston. 
t pja.-UAO 
Saa 3 p m. hang 
Ft*. 
Wood County Baptat Church. CorsMulon Room, How- 
»E Wootosr 
r Prayies. 
An WorrnaBonal maatng abeut the Fran* Summer 
Program m Nantes. Franc*. wH be hek). Opan to al. 
Fran* House. Ridge Street 
t p JB. - Oanaan Clok 
Maatng Open to al members. Pagaal's East. 440 E. 
Court. 
•M pja. - Osrasen Ctuk 
A German 8tsrnmBech wP be hsk) Open to al. Pagtars 
East. 440 E. Court 
Friday 
• aja-l pja. - UAO latokCeorae katinr.asa 
See 8 a.m. Monday. March 14 tokng. 
(-K pja. - Adaptsd AopaPos (etnksar. 
Louise E. Priest, former snatalarit nattooal dkaCtor of 
water aatoty tor the Amartcan Red Croat, «■ pfasanta 
program antted, "V»ny AquMkwT Sporrsored by toe 
School of HPER. Fraa and opan to at. 116 Education. 
(-11 pjn. - Fwrtaay and Wergaaeng Ssctoty 
Opan gaming wP ba haW. S3 inataParshrp fee par' 
similar Open to at Onto 3uke, Unton 
•rti PJA. - Frtoatto al Ltorary awvaaial 
The fourth annual Frtsnda of tie University libraries and 
Cantor tor Archival Coaactona spring banquet wP be 
held. Ao\>arwe(15raglek«tiuimualb*rr*<tobyM»rcr: 
16 at tot dssn of tbrariai offtoe. Opan to al rnambara. 
Mast Alumni Center. 
7:18 pjn. - Toledo Symphony Concert 
Bus leave* tor the concert tor anat who have pgroheaad. 
tckats. Saa 8:30 p.m. asttng. 
7:(t pja. - UAO Campaa Fam 
Tha Bast Utto Vrhorehouse In taxta,* eterring Defy 
Parton and Burl Reynckto. wN be shown  (1.50 wkh 
BQSU 1.0. 210 MabVaotonet. 
7:St pjn. - lasHey 
A NCAA quarter-mal game tM be hold 
t pjn. - CoooaitfPanea 
•^nAlterFtoe Affak" Is t» Ihems tar Ms concert *nd 
danoa faaturtng taji muojlcs^gi 
SponeorM by Ms Doerd SPi 
Adtnkjaton (1.50, Opan to at. 
( pjn. - Unlversky Theeler Prodsotto 
• aja.- 
DOd t 
ardtohnaon't Motor ton, 1630 
I pjn. - UAO Center] 
tha wok group. "SKay Cate" •* partorm. Ttokato. 
(8-50 m advance. (S.M at to. dory. Anaareon Arena. 
t pja. - Ceneerl 
Tha Ijravsraky Jazz Bends, dkaotod by Cotege of 
Muatoai Arta tooufty mambara: Oavtd Mala and Jeff 
Hstoey, wS periorm In concert. Fraa and opan to at 
Itobscker Hal. Moors Music* Arts Cantor. 
(-18 pjn. - Pubic eksetaa 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Mar* IS 
fctt p.m. -Sools! Jireaoa Ciauatolii 
Maatng. Opan to at. Fkaakte Loung*. St. TlvjrssaMor* 
Chur*. 426 Thuratn 
t pja. - UAO CtMpapasjBi 
Saa 3 pjn. tetng. 
Monday 
Her* 21 
S pj*. - tUmsTm imiPTit Essay CiiiujatWiiii 
Oeedate tor aubmkshg an essay, raaaar* paper, or 
crltoua tor M> Women's Studtoa Akrmnt Prtte. Beat 
ptooaa wki (100. sap atory tosewhars. opan to at 
eluoafpjs. Ratorn iiMsiailuia to SIT Wsat Hal. 
t pj*. - UAO Canssst t __ 
Oaatorii tor aatartoB uunatkuia tor UACa Osy-by-Day 
CaJtrtoar cover daagn prrntott. Open to al. Itotomoovar 
design entries to the UAO offtoe, third Boer, Union. 
tost pja.. 
Oatorfsa Looney arid Doug Smkh. gradu 
to. Englah (Mpartrnanl, W read kom taw own works 
Sporiaored by the Creetve Wrtang Program Fraa and 
opan to at Commuter Cantor, MotaHy. 
(Jt-t pjn. - totar-Varatty Ctolatia Featowatop 
Maatng. Open » at AkjsjnJ Room. Unton. 
7 pjn. - nseloewt atudsnt Aaaaclattoa 
Meettnp Open to pi. AtaamMy Room. MoFat Center 
T4»l aton Wortrakop 
Saa 6 p.m. Wednesday. Ms/eh 16 Itotng. 
(-11 pja. - UAO Conesrt 
Singer and aonrnvriter Mark Smkh wt) partorm. Admkv 
aton (1,60, Open to at Saa atory tetawhare. StoaDoor. 
Unto. 
Feaah/ member, Regtns Umaater. a documenl oonasr- 
-Btor, wP pratant a program antasd. Tsdad Photo*.. 
f btonirmimtuaol.yimoml&nr, 
7-1( pjn. - l_U»Jt 
Vattoaa prograraa conoernin, 
.-TatodoSyta ry Caneart (M| 
Tha Totodo Symphony Orchetto pkja wortd tomous 
vkstntot Aaron Roaarrd. wB perform to concert. Special 
taseoantod ttokato tor Untoraty akxtonto w« ba avak 
sbta al tie rnrcrmekon desk ot tie Unton unM tto. 
(4.60 tor show only or (6 tor show and Waspnrtoton. 
Saa atory eteewhsre. Masonic Audaorlum, Toledo 
S-J18 pm. - UAO Campaa FHat 
Saa 7:30 p.m. taahg. 
LHato 
naidtotierumir«lrack,Sli>tomRacCera*r. 
7-JS pj* - Caaipai FHm 
"Ae*ton*m«Uto"wSbaohpwn. Sponaorad by ftowUto 
MttMrtaa and Students For Ufa. Opan to at. Prout 
Chspat 
7 Jt pja. - aaraasa Fnka 
■Vote and Sebastian.-' wan Engteh subttea, wS ba 
afiown.SiwntoradWu^OattatoQaiiBsBria^ 
Free end opan to at. OJah Fan Theater, Item* 
Tatpj*- 
Open  to al.  Ur*veraky  Lutheran  Chapel,   1124  E. 
Saturday 
H-tekW 
( BJB.-4 pja. - AMD Career Day 
VVorkahopa w« ba hafd to explore career cprnrtttSatln 
Warier design. Tha toabjrad spaakar wt) ba^Or. Bon 
RMtatniaVi, • pfo'tMOf at tfttf UnpVaKtMy o* OMihoTt*, 
whowSapaak*.'-C^aarOppork»*kminArrMIB*i*l 
and Spec* Planning Firms.- Hsutotaaka toe (12 tor 
American Soctoty of Wartor r>satoners mambars. Sit 
•w ttofHottftitn. Opan to Oat. Town HOOT. Unton. 
7-.SO-1tsu*-Be»j*mrtoa*k*> 
llriedsr«aig,rnbs»ra. and rxtoas w« ba hakf. Sponsored 
bytr«rtoo»3eeFalcorM8euarorjjrKieaub. Free and 
opan to el. rkxtteaat Comrnona. 
™ ■• PfaW. "• Wttt*4ftttfWH§ OaWBfa|at 
Maatng. Open to at. Attembty Room, MeFat 
Tuesday 
Net* 22 
toSMB pja. - Aapaa-e tee*r*ota»-s 1 
Thla workahop wP haft) partctoante wkh tiek toaphtaj 
approa* tor hanrfrnarttd learners. Sponsored by to) 
Sc««do«i*^eB and fteToentoi^topteiefAiratrtaan Tied 
Croat  Opan to at who hwa naim tt  Student Rec 
Cantor. 
UM ajavT pja. - Biralag TianttiapK 
ltJ(taj*.-»:»tpja.. 
Payteg 15 canto par pound tor at atoaahum can*. 
Sprjaaorad by to) Dwaoraasias) Iraaraat Group. Forum. 
Skirlant Servtcaa. 
\saaaatoa* Skfjh     *> MsaaaSlsaaaai   BBaaaaaaaaaal-al   ■**■*■•■ 
For 
fctfrt pj* - Haanng kaasket « h | 
Regkra*l*(15rjart**a^a«leem.0pankiel Noco- Pnmpi^tt^cVioprpS [Spsa, .-_»--*-.*«. 
ed teams stowed Sponsored by Oamaa Phi Ball *2^toJ£#£i!m2^ S^LSSlf^ Sororky. Buokeys Room. Unkm ~-~~. rw soucsaonmaoraone,. 404 Educalon. 
( pja. - Ftnaas* date 
Maatng. Opan to to maatoera. 100 tjjatoeaa Aakante- 
t pja. - UAO Cirapai Fame ■».—     -.-..-    .. _  
A "Utoy Lust FeatvaT vnt ba haH. Ftma to be shown i£5~ Qp., to at Coe*>wnM Btaa. Unton include: 'The Way We Were," "Somevrtrsra in Time," ""™» ^*" »» coaaaaMy BUBS. Unton 
-Tha Oroova Tube." -Taprahawka," 1      "Mmrlcan 
VM BJB. - Students For Ufa 
Maatng. Opan to at. 108 South Hek 
Qkjr*,"(160w»tX»Ul.aGjkS 1--^^^ "p^Wh 
A NCAA quarter -tna! oarr- 
t pja. •- atoatortily Traajltr appajsjajaai 
Saa ( p.m. Wednesday. Marah 18 tstno 
tpjB.-Rechst 
TtotUnhatatyFotil 
wit praeant e reck*). 
Ia< Batateaajastpl j 
Wednesday 
h - tatstot Chtstokn r^ataraMp 
t;»o*sa p.*. - Star Oaztog 
Op»nt'>nB|lw«aM»rpornirls. Sponsored by Bw ( 
and utronomy depsrm»nt8 Roof of Ufa-8ctencaa. 
toSB pjn. - Werahfp ateratoe 
Opan to  al.  Unrverslty   '..utnaran  Chapel. 
Wooster 
Thursday 
Mefdi 24 
11 ajBv<l pja. - Ftower Sale 
Angela Plght wfl be eeftng dknodto for the Amen 
Canoar Soctoty S3 tor each bun*. First Poor. Urav. 
sty Hal. 
fcM pja. - aiternatonal fWatona 
Ma itog. Opan to at 300 Moaatoy 
tpj*-Hockey 
A NCAA aaml-flnel game wW be held si me University ot 
North Oskoto. (Qrand Forks). 
fctt-t pja. - Me.lgatort 
Maatng Opan to at. Gtoh Theater. Harm* 
9t Aloysios Church, 150 S Errtorprkje, 
7M pja. - Mass 
91. Thome* More Church  425 Thuratn, 
tx»e pja. - Unaad Christian FeHowshlp 
Spiritual Growth Group Open to all 313 Thurstm. 
t pjn. - Hockey 
ANCAAt 1 semi-tinal game w« be hek) at tha University of 
Norti osfcote tOrand Forks). 
t pjn. - Qermsn Club 
Maatng.  Opan to el membera   Pagtai'a East,  440 
E Court 
teat pj* - aenwsa Cklb 
A German Stsmmssch wta be held. Open to si. Pagtare 
East, 440 E. Court 
Friday 
Met* 25 
Mil* - atese 
St AtoyatoCnur*. 150 S, Eraarprtes. 
11 aj*-2 pja. - Flower Sato 
Saa 11 a.m. Thursday, Mar* 24 sating. 
i»8 pja. -ateee 
St. Thomas Mora CMur*. 426 Thurstm 
8-1( pjn. - PaHto Skating 
SeeSpm Wedneaday, Mar* 16 toting 
t pja. - Worstrtp Service 
Faaoaahlp of Chriohan  Studente. Open to at  FCS 
HOUM, 128 S. Ootoge 
Saturday 
Htfe.26 
1 pja. — Qyaawaaoa 
BQSU at tie NCAA regional *arnplonahip meet. Sal 
StotoUntvsrsky. (Muncto. Ind). 
4pja.-Maaa 
St. Thornaa Mora Chur*. 425 Thuratn 
I'lff p at     Mm 
St. Aloyatoa Church, 160 S Entarprias. 
lpja.-Hockay 
The NCAA conapanon game lor Mrd place wB ba held al 
tot Urtvaraky of North Dakcte (Grand Forks). 
a-10 pja. - PubHe Starting 
Saa 6 pjn. Wednoeday, Mar* 16 toang. 
tpm.-Hockey 
Tha NCAA rjhsrraiicnehlp gama wB be held at the 
University of North Oakote (Grand Forks). 
Sunday 
Here. 27 
St. Ajsyplua Chur*. ISO & finsaprtss. 
MS. 11 BJB.- Worship Serricer, 
St. Mark* LotwranChurch, 3158 Coasge 
tots *at - Worship Sarstoa 
Chats Comrnunrry Prout Chapel 
tao, 11 *m.-Worship Servtoas 
Fkst Urtosd Mstndku Chur* 1606 E. Wooster 
KM BJB, t pja. - Worship Sarstoa 
' ^Chun*. 121 S. EntorpriM.. 
to»0 sja., t pjn. - Worship Service 
Fkat Prsebytorkri Church. 128 S Church. 
IB BJB. - Wanttap Saretoa 
Flrsl Prsebyteri*> Church. 126 8. Chur*. 
18,11:18 BJB., l:1t p.m. - Mass 
St Thomas Mora Chur*. 42S Tnuratei. 
1BM BJB. -WliaUp Service 
Patotuitharaji Cnur*. 1028 W. Peart 
KttB aja. - VMNS atortoa 
Open to al studeors University Ijjaieran Chap 
E Wooator 
>Strales 
» a.iD.-t pjn. - UAO MtniCeuree RaaMKHte 
•ta 8 s.m. Monday. Mar* 14 tsane 
- htoamatprii- 
^Bcwli'ri ooflaa, 60 car*. 
tie Fran* and Qm~ 
^^^Hpjta, Ridge Stsat. 
■a* pja. - liitotBaBuatl faato- 
MutoiQ. Opan to at 300 Itoiatoy. 
iarkaaters 
laaptno. Opan to a). Otah Theater, fteans. tfo*^.M^irto* 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVINTS        tWOtt 
MWI ii. taea 
ATTENTION ALL CMMMAL JUS- 
TICE. MAJORS" A MANOATORV 
MEETUG WILL BE HELD ON MON- 
DAY. MARCH 14»l AT 8 00 P.M. M 
207 HANNA FOR ALL THOSE IN- 
TERESTED M THE LEBANON FIELD 
TR»> AND ASSISTING IN THE PARTY 
PATROL  
Beard at Meek cultural  mliMii 
PIIIIM 'An AtUr Ph* Arratr'Fee 
Ming Be and audb out ol Dayton- 
Tene: 8:00 pm Admdelon: $1.60 
Place:    Grand    f3a*c>om UnrvereKy 
IMn 
Dm March 18 
Cam Bar l D required 
Dane* tolowlng the concert 
Coma to ma Fveaxto Cotteehouee at 
St Thomaa Mora. March 13. 8-11 
pm     Music   and   muncMaa-oral 
tkidybrookl  
aicrease your raiding apaad on iho 
epon at a FREE Evelyn Wood Raid- 
ing DynaMca Spaad Raadaig lesson 
8aa ma larga ad atw)whora In ate 
papar lor Pcaaona 4 times  
Knigftta ol Pyttxao Annual I lomamaBa 
Sauaaga and "'Pancakes at you can 
Ear. Sal. March 12 11:00am k>8 
p m . 10 0.0. Lodga Hal. Wood 
County Faagrounoa   $3 00 Aduta. 
$1 oOoMdran.  
Regntralon carda lor Fat Semester 
1983 wB Da dkrotjuted March II 
and 14 except lor student* In tha 
Coaaga ol Music Studanta are re- 
newed to check the. residence hat 
or campus mexbo.es 
SENIOR CHALLENGE COMMITTEE 
MEMBERS: PICK UP PLEDGE 
CARDS AT ALUMNI CENTER 
SENIORS. SENIORS, lemons 
CHECK YOUR 
ON CAMPUS MAILBOX 
i to Tampa ana lor 2 
paraona March 25. oat Lon tor detaat 
362-4923  
SERVICES OFFERED 
•aaok Pidktg 
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION 
Jumping. M rxtng. Fal Someeter 
PEG 133/233 1 cractl Tour ma 
tecraee* Rrver Hcaow Farm. Parry*- 
burg Waal RNar Road, 2 man Iran 
FortMatoa  
Formar laachar wB lypa your papar. 
SO'/pg. Ovamtght on ahort papara I 
naoaaaary    Cat  Mm.   Foula  660- 
287» day or evorarig.  
NEED A SOUND SYSTEM FOR A 
HALL PARTY. TEA. OR SOCtAL 
EVENT7 CALL Tee 2-4878 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Roster Tax & Accounting Service 
|3norl torrn 18. Long torm S15 6 up] 
PiotaiaPnal Preceroeon 
HaaaonaDU Ram 
1007 N Man. BO      352-4340 
Al your typing needs 
urulaaalonaaV dona 
362-4017. 
MuMara natatad tow . aa $19 95 
Wal maat or boat any written eat- 
mala Don i pay more'" Cat 354 
1278 tor FREE estimate' I3G Muffler 
Cantor 11066 Bowtng Oman Rd. 
TUCKER TYPING 
Papara 76* dap nttufflta 
Appacaoon letter. J1 50 to sal up, 
60* aa. adcWonal original 
Nancy 352 O809  
Protaaatonal Typing 
Thaaa Oanartalona 
352-0636 
Third annual ABWA Antlqua 
Shoo t Sale 
March 12 10 30em-7 00pm 
March 11 11 00am-5.00pm 
Bowling Green High School 
W. Pea Rd. 11.21 aowaaaton 
(11.00 with this ad.) 35 dealers. 
PERSONAL 
TWGA 1 APA sponsor the 4m annual 
Black Hal ol Feme Aware* 
Sat March 12. 4 30 p.m. 
N E   Commons 
Bsnouet tickets f 7.00 
Formoraimo cat 372-2798 
Speaker Dr Dennw. Brutue 
LOST AND FOUND O 
Urnbraaa lound In 616 Ufa Science 
on 3/7/83 2-5466  
Loat Bkje weed n WhHa Marc. 
Capet with student 10. J C Penny and 
AAA Carda Please returnl 372- 
3669 
Found: Kay Chan (Camero and 
Stone Mountain Warhar emblems) 
Alao dorm key and aki sate tag Cal 
353-7011 
NANCY O'RYAN (AND NATALIE...) 
HAPPY BMTHOAYIM YOU ARC 
NOW OFFICIALLY -ALMOST 21 "II 
THANK* FOR ALWAYS SEMQ 
SUCH   A   GREAT   FRIEND    LOVE. 
MAIJREEH (ANO MARIA).  
Laura V., I am ao exceed mat U R 
going 2 lormal' Your big haa a Ms 
auprlea4UI  
ALPHA GAMMA ALHPA SIGMA 
Would Ike to announce Is newest 
fTwjnOsJ'.   Scot RanKir   Cono^ltuiav 
Sana.  
Alpha Game Say:   In  shooting  the 
hoops we wteh you the best. Good 
kick to our eaters and Al ol me Reel 
QoorJuck i me Phi Tau Maralhoni 
ALPHA XI DELTA FORMAL 
ALPHA XI DELTA FORMAL 
ALPHA XI DELTA FOMAL 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT 
REC   COUNCIL    COUNCIL   UNDER- 
GRADUATE   STUDENT   ttTMBERS 
AFX NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC 
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE 
M AT THE SRC OFFICE ON FT* 
DAY, MARCH IS AT 5:00 PH. IN 
TERV1EWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON 
MONDAY   ANO TUESDAY.   MARCH 
21 AND 22, FROM (30 TO tap PM. 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT 
PJK COUNCIL. COUNCIL UNDsta- 
ORADUATE STUDENT MEMBERS 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC 
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE 
M AT THESRC OFFICE ON FPJOAY, 
MARCH 1* AT 1:00 PM aXTER- 
VBEWS WSJ. TAKE PLACE ON 
MONDAY ANO TUESDAY. MARCH 
li SAM 22, FROM 830 la fcOO FM. 
ATTENTION FU HOOP8TERS: Your 
PraakMnl cunijialukwes you on wm 
rang the Al Greek Baaketbal 
Chavnptonahto Good going guys" 
Tom 
ATTENTION JRS ANO SRS: LOOK N 
YOUR CAMPUS MAILBOX TO Ft*3 
OUT MORE ABOUT GOLDEN KEY 
HC+eTJR SOCtETV.  
Attention Student! ol BGSU Here'e 
your chance to show aomoono you 
owe From Monday. Mar. 7 to Friday 
Mar. 11. The Setts OX* wR be 
aaBng St. Patrick a Day cayneltona 
from 9:30 am • 4:00 p.m. at me 
BueineeaAdm Lobby lor only It 00 
They wB be peraonaaV delvered on 
MM. 17.  
AXO: Two sewers are hevtng bkth- 
dars One who wean Sigma Phi 
Epeton ararla and one tut ol apt* tor 
BETA Happy B-dey Uaa and Janne 
Lotas Love. Sunehrie and AX cheer. 
Me.  
BASEBALL GLOVE REPAIR 
Retiring   Reweb 
17 112 eetlmaled coel 
REC CCNTER PRO SHOP 
CAROL KELLER Ok) you think we 
forgot? CongraeJaoona on your Slg 
Ep krvMerlng to GREG HERHtMAN. 
our  4th  roomatal  Love you both, 
Sheasy and Wendy.  
CHEAN CLOTHES ARE h*CE   ' 
KMK'S COM LAUNDRY 
 TOSS. MAM  
CHECK YOUR OFF CAMPUS MAIL- 
BOX TODAY FOR AN "OFF CAM- 
PUSOASOE"  
CHFBSTY KIRCHHOFF 
Gcodkx* n the Oueen voting at me 
PN Tau B Bat Mammon Win or bee 
you're sal #1 In my ayes. Jack. PS 
Oat payched lor Goo Phoo Boot! 
Cindy May Ingraham: Are you ready 
tor tonne? The shots are gonna now 
(Them to Shahabl) So plaaaa don't 
blow" Have a wad ratal Happy 21M 
Birthday Love, your ruunaiaaail 
Come M tke Fireside Cofleebouse 
at St. Thomaa Mare, March 1!. 0-11 
p.m. Mute and munchleo greet 
otudy brook!  
CONOJUTVLATIONS DAN "MA- 
CHINE" QRASEMAN ANO QINA 
DEMARCO ON YOUR OELT-PM 
MU PINNING. BEST OF LUCK. THE 
PELTS.  
CcngratutatJons KM on having me 
highest GPA and Jenny on having ma 
moat (reproved GPA Good Job' Love, 
Your PN Mu salere 
CongretukrOone Joey and Means on 
being aaWctad aa COaMncIng Se- 
nior  and  Junior   We  Mr*  you're 
super' Love. Your Pr. Mu Sailers 
Crekj t Steve Searching tor. aeeroh- 
ng near. WB ma bunraaa reappear? 
ai»«»w»jrajriaoWajfcuin 
David Herehome Happy 21st run. I 
PBMsw mat you wl have an aaaB- 
Itoi 
you al ma hatptnm you daaarve 
Much love. Dough 
Oa*a OarnmaaOet Ready to HoW 
tie anchor tontohtl The PN De*s 
De«e Zats Ferreel DaaaK Get ready 
tar a Km Man .,,.,,, wtw yeur 
hwerwa DZ. We can't well aaal 
SilariMy aajWI 
DeSa-ms ADPI'a era reaty ready to 
pkry onreiing games wMi you Torwjht 
Is going to be me beet lea of the 
asmaeasr. ao you better be ready' 
Daatc Have a MaTAMa weekend 
wRA Jackean Brawn. 
FREEH MCREASE YOUR REArXNO 
ON THE SPOT AT A FREE EVELYN 
WOOD REAOSNG DYNAMKS IN- 
TRODUCTORY LEsaoNi wru. 
ALSO SHOW YOU HOW rTS P08GI- 
BLE TO READ AND STUDY 3 to 10 
lawES FASTER.WITH BETTER 
COMPREHENSIONI GET BETTER 
GRADES. HAVE MORE FREE T1AE 
FtaD OUT HOW. SEE OUR LARGE 
AD ELSEWHERE N THsS PAPER 
FOR LOCATION AND TewEI 
FKSH DONUTS DELIVERED 
EVWVMOPewNrj 
THE GETAWAY 1SS-4111 
Gaefl. Lynn, FaKn. 
weren't have made II wltheut yeu. 
Yea'ra the ereeeeetl  With a« aqr 
QEOROEI I mink you're wel hung 
Now about the SOI *oor   Love. Syt- 
Qi.   Hope  mat  Tom  at 
enough 4 u on Set    I w« B 
08  
Gtore end Lee-Onry 14 more deya tor 
roua and ma' Al A wd never be the 
eemo. Love. Sorea  
GOLDEN KEY 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
 SCOMINQItl  
Good luck to me PN Pal 
round baler a n the PN Tou 
Marathon Kick eomo -7  
Oeealuck to Tarry Brannlaan, Frank 
retaken!, Jehn Adaata, Tea. SWU 
and Seen Healf In the Mr. MBU 
OCMeTaJMlHiCMI.  IFM) ■t*Otn#rB Of efrafMM 
GUOO AND MIKE ARE YOU READY 
TO EXPEfleyeCE THE ALPHA PH 
FORMAL??  GET   PSYCHEDII  USA 
ANORENEE.  
Meppy Hour-Hoaaay km 
Everyday, el day MTV 
Every Wght. Al Mght. 
HEAD SOUTH TO SM MAM 
STREET...THE GETAWAY. TRY OUR 
DELrCrOUS    HAND—DaPPCD    ICE 
HaaS Moorma Late oongreHsdrina 
on being elected president ol Kappel 
Happy 21atalaol Love ye Mai Sue 
SIGMA NU 
White Rose Formal 
March 12, 1983 
Jon & Sue 
Pete & Sherry 
Randy & Lori 
Steve & Heather 
Jeff & Trish 
Jim & Geny 
Rich & Sue 
Bob & Tina 
Curt & Lana 
Keith & Denise 
John & Vicki 
Jeff & Donna 
Jeff & Kim 
Brad & Jenny 
Shawn & Kathy 
Todd & Julie 
Mike & Amy 
Scott & Annette 
Dave & Kelly 
Terry & Patty 
Phil & Lisa 
Dave & Suzanna 
Rich & Lori 
Bob & Carol 
Bill & Michelle 
Tom & Peanut 
Rusty & Trish 
Steve & Lori 
Cary & Cindy 
Mike & Jill 
Doug & Ginny 
AALT   Long Island 
Rampant Lion 
Gwen & Lou 
Perma & her Pickup 
The AMI Educator & Tim the TEKE 
Fabish & Michael 
Andrea & Rich 
Debbie & Dave 
Shamu & Aquaman 
Carey & Runnie-Buns 
Schmookie & Gil 
Mr.& Mrs. Roberts 
Bird and Dave 
Gayle & Clousseau 
Hairy Melon & "The Man" 
Tootsie & Lloyd 
Me A Him 
Wench I -N- "Her Men" 
MJ ft hen Gigolo 
Buttons Buddies St Main Street Pals 
The Button Baby & The Unbuttoned Bouncer 
Di A Lucky 
Mangier ft Manglee 
Steph A Horris 
Wench II & yet another date 
Crude A Rude 
Sham & Embryo Jaws 
Sensuous Sara & Raveneous Rich 
Pooh & Christopher Robin 
»*d»»d»daawa»daP«a»daS»a>daaFd»deF<o<«jea*aie»>dealde'F»i 
March 12, 1983 
Kaye & Dave 
Laura & Charlie 
Cathleen A Tom 
Carol A Craig 
2-V&A1 
Annabelle A Dave 
Schnookums A Ookums 
Cathy A Steve 
Debbie ft Mark 
Cathy ft Randy 
Chipper A Rick 
Amy ft Jay 
Tammy A Brian 
Ann ft Rick 
Brenda ft Marc 
Tara ft Corby 
James ft Slipper 
"MAM" A "Den" 
Lion A Laying 
Free A Fun 
Slaterwoman A Spanky 
Joy A "Oh Boy" 
Sara Jayne A Rich 
Kimer A John 
Dianne A Glen 
Joan A The Masked Man 
Lynn A Mike 
MeTY FU BASKETBALL TEAM! 
SLtAOUI CrlAttPtONSI 
ALL FRATlRNtTY CHAMPtONSI 
ALL TMB Bl OUR FfJwJT YIAM YOU 
BET WE ARE PROUD TO Bl PM 
HEY KAPPA DELTAS! WHEN IS 
VOW awTTMOAVT LOVE, THE KA- 
TYIUDS. . 
Hay Kappa 9kj Detee JO.. Ten. 
Andy and Pat • He Alpha PN Formal a 
where re all Bwknrrerig, dnraOng. and 
dancing > Dawn. Wel party YJ re 
IBM. so you'd better not yawn. 
Sandueky Srwrekm m me Bonereled 
wel be bound, and * we aver get 
Owe. atantasec Alpha Phi Formal w* 
be Hundl XO, Your PH Detee. 
HEY PAUL ZSwIAERMAN. HAVE A 
BELATED HAPPY 20TH BaRTHOAY 
AND A WONDERFUL YEAR — 
MAYBE YOU CAN HTOtrwXE TO 
TOLEDO!-0.  
IKY FOwawtRCTTESI 
Today's the day.  Happy  hours at 
Stwese a. Kan re erne to do some 
REAL dancing wWl our detee   Pom- 
morels Formal 'S3 GET PSYCHED! 
Pom love and oura(7) Amy and Uaa 
HEY YOU FIVE FOXY PHI TAU'S: 
Gel ready to be kueoed 
Ink Saturday at da 
000 PHOO BOO YAMOOII! 
Patty. Amy. Deb. Lisa and Kan 
Jan (my dearest roorree). Jud. Cyn. 
and  Trace.  Just  wanted  to  say 
THANKS lor ranging •> there wWl 
me. Thanks lor overlooking die ton 
kigdogl You guys are el very soecwj 
And Tracy, glad yours beck and 
boundngt Love ye. Kale.  
Jewarler This Take le peyened ter a 
■real Iwae lemerraw at the Garwma 
PM Date Party. Keep me moilna. I 
we«'ta»rraeaea»eeetsrllsonel 
Jule Emat. A special aWar ol tha 
week because your mualc nae bright- 
ened our days   Love. Your PN Mu 
Kath: Oray one more day a Goo 
Phoo Boo Yahoo" I know you are 
payched. wel I em tool Barb  
LADIES OF AXO. THE PHI TAUS 
WHO WENT TO YOUR FOftMAL 
WOULD UKE TO THANK YOU FOR 
A GREAT TIME   SEE you AT THE 
MARATHON.  
MEXICAN FIESTA 
EVERY MONDAY EVENING 
• TACOS FORI1.es 
WITH A PURCHASE OF A 
OOCKTAB. AT ILAUTlaAirS 
KE K.. MBXE PL. AND MBU W . 1 
Oat payched lor die BOOZE. Gat 
peyened tor a wild crazy tame, with 
tour wHd 000 PHOO BOOSI See ye 
el tke   "Won't  ass  Hotel"  Qro, 
aVraaehon, Btocher, end Fees. 
OX OX OX OX OX ox ox 
HELLS ANGELS COMING SOON 
HELLS ANGELS COMBaS SOON 
HELLS ANGELS COMING SOON 
OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX OX 
PAINTER   PANTS   Reg     SIS 50 
NOW SS.ss Jeans N   Thnge S31 
RMgooT-  
Paula and Joanne: Have an AWE- 
SOME ttme el lormal wkh your detee 
Joe and Paul Thinking ol you el OSU 
Your busy dates' 
PHI MU PANCAKE BREAKFAST IS 
COMteOI  
Phi Pal QUO*, ol the Week I think 
aa the okl. on the bus wHI 
htm dieer ctotheo en. rears 
PLEDGE RAOER: 
Oatd you could make HI! Let'a show 
thee.  Toledo people how   "Cleve- 
land'' rocka'   looking toward to Sat- 
urday night.   Your partner at crime. 
Porr.iw.ene Orgenlzetlonal Meeting 
lor Tryouta Sunday. March 13. At- 
tend either (4 to S) or (S to 7) 116 
Education 
Pommerenee and Doles ToreghTa 
ate nigh* to Celebrate the gamee 
•■I've ej gone past Dinner, drinks 
and dancaig-what a way to moke the 
Sjn bast So get payched lor the dale 
party, horn 5 to whenever   111 be one 
Bl hrjpeejpy wel rernernber 
O: What does spaghetti Don Cor- 
■one. Scsy. and a good time have In 
common? A Tonight's PN Pel-Goo 
Phoo Boo-ATO blowout at the ATO 
house. Claol 
RE CORDS at Big Otecountalll 
Save up to S3 001 Motor label LP'al 
SALE eMne. en NOW Inn. March 25! 
Unrveralty Bookstore 
Student Services BusOWj 
MI IS Sat. 9 5 
Regha: Mahlna. Reggie. Regvie. To 
us. you muat know, how much you 
mean. You're ooorlng, you're graph 
Ing. you're ahetong. loo. But through 
it al. we era love you. Crown - on. 
Saturday' Your very nodkotod room 
Basse. Karen. Kathy and JB.  
Here It la NneSylllt 
Yew name m artraVENJOYIM 
SAE't. PN Mus ere payched tor a 
great ome Wal aee you guys mere 
at renal Love, The PN Mus. 
Basal KBaaE OteeXiek Hi the Mr. 
MSUPheeiB^CeJsiteaL  
BeetL Ha nkaht wBI be Bret 
aaasa. Get reedy to wine, dine and 
deace the night away. Get eeyched 
DZ Raea Fomei. I lave yea. 
we met by took, then M wea Feund- 
afe Day am* a oM itemed Chuck. 
Aeether greet party la to etore tor 
yea, ee you da II up onoa aejeln wNh 
a BOO PHOO SOO. Be reedy lo 
pert, and drlak a* day. ee we go 
westsra all eke way. Oat Ptlt»U. 
Bast* llanlellapp, 20th birthday! 
Get ready tor a lentetdc lormal you'l 
never torgetl Al my love. Loose 
The salraaaM 
 ■■■•X 
eta»la|tobaonthe1Sd»4Board. 
TMa Board at aaaatitatd al ate- 
dewta inienae m me ouuimiiawju 
of Unhr. Ml Proerem. AppScadana 
meyaeealarnedrreniRm.10SSRC. 
Dltslsi fcw ratam ol stitSloHaai 
toManwllBBllSSS.  
THE TArdwNQ CENTER. 143 W 
WOOSTER 20 V1SITS-S36. 10 VB- 
ITS-S20.  
nctsry In sVTewrnerwent end ednch- 
knew yoa could da K. babe. Lave 
yaa  aheara you  hiisMBI  Yeakl 
FUI'SI Ann 
To al rreterrely repa the! came lo Hie 
DZ PreekJenra arjuereon: We hope 
you Surd the dinner, end ther* you 
lor your aupport.  Love. The Dee 
Zeee 
Tom lancheS: Thanka  tor  treveehg 
500 mate lust to be w«h me   Get 
reedy tor the greet DZ Formal' Love, 
Jean. 
Ta my FANTASTIC Ik' Carol Ogle: 
Good took Soturdey. I know that 
yeu'S be tost greet and show those 
PM Ta u a toot who the beet Oueen 
Candldala reeky lelll KD tote S 
same. Bag AJtta.  
To my ttaaat me Jeer. Formal haa 
Sreay arrhed Detrok on Friday and 
Toledo on Sat What wB Tom tNnk ol 
us? DZ love. Your big   PS   I only 
have one dale now!  
To my use Pam-Bo-Bern Gat pay- 
ched tor your (Vat lormal' I'm ao glad 
we're finely sisters" LYMSOM 
FEAETTE OTTON OUTWDWECFHT- 
TON Love. Your trttor Bkj  
To my two favorite PR makxa - Belay 
nmasnn S Jean Dtrnao: Cong/alula 
bans on your achotoraNp awarda. Al 
your hard work reefy paid off" 
Thanka for brightening up my junior, 
senior, or la it sophomore veer1 I wB 
irate you both next year' Have run In 
44011 Love, that blonde photoprs- 
pher  
VOTE   SCHABBS   FOR   S-BALL 
OUEEN 
VOTE   SCMASES    FOR   S-SALL 
QUEEN 
VOTE    SCMASES    FOR    S-SALL 
 QUEEN  
Widman 1 Hooper: Thanks tor ihe 
crsiy aaalidand si WUnaort What 
other two dates would make los 
bucket dmko. have a pool perty n the 
tub. and be teen In boxer shorts?' 
Who aaw but the DQ's and the Dots 
could have ao much funl Love. Annie 
and one of the camel jockeya. P.8. 
But about thai 12 hour notice 
WOMEN M COMkBJNtCATKJNS. 
INC WOULD UKE TO THANK ALL 
THOSE THAT MADE OUR VALEN- 
TINE COOKIE SALE A SUCCESS 
ANO APOLOGIZE TO ALL THOSE 
WHO DIDN'T RECEIVE THEIR OR- 
DERS  
Worm and Swopte: Hay guye-The 
night lor Modem Engteh e Saturday 
where wel "dance the night awa- 
y. "end wa won't atop bl the very next 
day! PS Remember it's too hot to 
,| 
Y ALL-HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO 
PAM OUT BEFORE YOUR DATE 
OOESI TONIGHTS FORMAL WILL 
BE A RIOT. B.J. ANO PRYOR. MAKE 
SURE YOU BPJNO CLEAN SHEETS. 
MUPPET-TRY TO MAKE IT 
THROUGH THE NIGHT WITHOUT 
VraYTBM THE PROCELAIN 000. 
TKE FOFrkuU WILL BE A BLAST! 
GET PSYCHEDII MANNY PS. IT'S 
STUL NOT TOO LATE TO GET A 
DATE WENT Al  
USQ 
Need  a  ride  somewhere  or need 
riders to share expenses? Please cal 
USQ Otal-A-Hk)e at 372-0324 
Earn extra rJotora 
set AVON 
Cal Lori Ann 352-8731 
Trying to find that special 
ewnif»tniffT"5 *w ■ trtwrfw? 
DIAMONO PRODUCTIONS: 
'Where your tenualea come alive" 
52-2SSS M-F attar rota. Set. 1— 
ASKFORPHK. 
ONe your cer s brseklor Spring 
FREE engine anaryae) to ttudenterle- 
cuty of BGSU along wkh written 
estvnete of parts & labor 1 '2 price on 
labor upon preeenlalkin of BGSU 
sluoarit/teculty ID card Get your car 
done right the Ural ome J S W Repair 
Sonata. 3S2-02S1. Cal for an ap- 
uutibixtnt.  
2-Fe. AH Day Saturday 
2-S ai. Choice Strip Steaks 
Potato. Salad Bar -110.15 
LK 14S0 E. Wooettt 
2 ple-2pts-2pts-2pte 
Good luck CN Omega Hoopeters At 
the PN Kappa Tau B-Bel Tourney" 
Look out everyone-Were out to 
aurprtee Y"al and wttllPS. wa 
want acme more royalty in the 
house Tern/ Scrtobol B Sal Oueen. 
2 pte-2pte-2pa>-2pta-2pn  
IBS* QAktkU PM BETA BOWLBM 
TOXIRNAMENT. 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS 
SATURDAY. MARCH IS, 11:J0-?:00 
TPXIPHtES ANO RtnONS. 
Ajn>UCATrONS    AMD    sWORNA- 
TWN AYAHABLE AT THE OAtBaA 
PM BETA   rtOUSE.   ALL   STUDENT 
0»KUre^TrOHSWELCOMEIII 
WANTID 
F. Fnmta nasdad urgsrejy riow 
•trough aurerner-MBe 372-2031. S 
em lo 6 pm M-F  
aa Mane Lacroeee Ctub ratada a 
gosae No experience neoeeeery. • 
rtsreeed col Joe at 383-1821 
Two persona wanted to si lieeas apt 
during oummer term. Al utawaa paid. 
two blocka from campus 352-8481. 
HOP WANTID 
M'A'S'H MOVER 
and it 2 mot so ■ the 82 83 school 
year. Do you have e aumntar |ob yet? 
Naaonal company haa teveral poeJ- 
Bone aval, for SO etudenta II you're 
Iwrdworklng S dont mnd travel, aend 
a aas erWreootcl any. 1 phone « to 
P 0. Box 103. B G .OH 43402. 
CRUtSe SHIP JOBS! S14-S2S.0O0. 
Cerrtxaan, Hawal. World Cal for 
Guide. Oeeotory. Ito.axeltei. 1-B18- 
722-1111 Ext. Bowing Green. 
spring Break Heap Naadad. Honey 
Baked Hem, Cam Cal 385-7440 or 
apply r person. Cotoraln Ave Ask for 
Rtok, 
Houtaboy  poemone.  Meet   Wa ol 
girts M jet be reapcnatael Openings 
during 83 84 school year  Cal Barb 
372-3008 lor additional Ido. 
Tha foSowing |DbS are 
•rough the Cooperatve EduceSon 
Program: 1. Major Toledo Dept etore 
needs retell mekxa wSh 3 0 GPA to 
work summer and x-Maa break. 
Should be from Toledo ar ee 
2 Detroit pubashing firm aeeklng 
Uberat Studtoa with 2 6 GPA to work 
summer Should be from Detroit tree 
3 Federal Agency m Columbus seek 
tng Uberal Studies student, with 2 5 
GPA  Diet Ism opportunity tor rra- 
4   Toledo FamsV flaatauranl Cheri 
eaelong Juniors or Seniors majortng 
ment tor position aa Food Rttttrch 
5.     SURWIMT     CWIip     rlMf     C«»Oefw"eaefj 
seeking students motoring In apodal 
education and roof tent manage- 
ment for Bummer and lei poerhone 
8. Coaentrus megenne seeking Jrs. 
and Srs nasortng In |ouma*sm Co- 
karcjua raaldantt pi atet red 
AQUATIC DIRECTOR 
Camp Barry. FtyrJay Area, Boy 
Scouts Must have Red Cross Wal. 
YMCA Aquatic Training, or B8A Na- 
aonal Camp School Muat have CPR 
Muat be 21 years old. Contract 
period ol 8 woeka wen pnaalia) three 
weeks aoYKonel Salary S110 par 
week wtth room and board. Cal 354 
11081a mantle J 
ASST. AQUATIC DIRECTOR 
Same aa above but oray required to 
have tmstart experience and oray 
needs to be 18 years ok). Salary wB 
be cStrjuassd. Rva weak rjontract. 
NATURE DIRECTOR 
Camp Berry. Fatdajy Area. Boy 
Scouts Muat have neture beck 
ground Age mutt be at toast IS 
years ok). Salary to be ntuultotod 
Five weak contract period. 
354-1108 » ntereeted 
Wen : Fere 
aaad In lento t) saadea. CaS Seen 
ISJ-OIU. 
FOtSALI 
aawdetM daww 
SONY 260 REEL-TO-REEL STE- 
REO. 2 SPEED TAPE DECK. RE- 
CORDS DIRECT LINE OR MrCS 
EXCELLENT CONO. BOUGHT 2 
YEARS AGO FOR $258.00 WILL 
PART FOR S05 00 (NEGOTIABLE! 
CALL TOM 372-6382.  
76 AMC GBEIAUN. RUNS WELL. 
CALL 364-1678 betore B 00 am or 
altar 11:00 pm  
2 Audxrvox 60 w 3 way auto apeak- 
era never uaed.  Best otter   362- 
6871  
1BS8 DODGE HAS REBUILT EN- 
GINE. PUNS WELL. VERY DEPf NO 
ABLE, S350 352-8808 
For Sato: Mobea 
condition    Pi 
556' alter 4 
10x60 Good 
Cal   352- 
Bandy Comet FOR SALE USED 
FOR 4 YRS EXCELLENT CONOi 
TKDN ASKING (200 or BEST OF- 
FER CALL 362-3464 AFTER 10 
P.M. 
Car Stereo FOR SALE 4 SPEAK- 
ERS. SO WATTS PER CHANNEL 
ASWNQ (160 OR BEST OFFER 
CALL 362-3464 AFTER 10 P.M. 
FfitHNT 
CAIttY RIBTTALS 
I louses Apartmente Roomo 
g-12 month leeaae Summer Rentola 
Al neat Cernpua 362-7886. 
VTEL-MANOR ANNEX APT. 
1024 E Wooater ecroee from Rodg- 
ere: 2-2 bdrm. race fum. acoomode 
•one tor Fal S Summer Lg Ng. 
mom. krfchen i u sirs ceramic bath. 
ak oond , laundry In binmim. Stor- 
age apece Cad 352-2868 tor appt 
SSL 
•APART--NTS- 
1 or i bdrm. Vartoue apt ■WO 
USE. WeeaterSL 
CsB (Swdass or SawSaM 
EE montho rent on our tuty fur- 
ajclo apartmente I Com- 
ptrMMy quW and private. Ptonry o* 
Mono* rtM Wtchto iod baTpttvocxri 
Wt wrt* our kMMM lo ft yxwr n—Ot 
Good iOCat>ton. CloM to r*jartenuranM> 
and etcree CHARtNO CROSS APTS. 
1017 S. Male St. M2-uaS0. 
LOW tXJtSatER RENTALS 
IIOUSES ANO APARTMENTS      ■ 
NEWLOVE aUNAOEMENT 
 SM-SSSS  
VBL MAKtOR APARTaStJffl 
kv Fal * Summer 020 E. Wooatar 
ecroee from KoM 2 bdrm, oeramic 
bath, kj krg. room S kitchen Al uM 
except etoc. Storage space, a* oond 
4 coble. 362-2666 tor tppt only 
831 7ti St 2 bdrm. ken. epts 
Owner pays hast, air oond. water 1 
aawar. Tenant paya tor only ighta 
For 2.3. or 4 rjarsons 
AltracBvt Pasta. 
JOHN  NEWLOVE   REAL   ESTATE. 
• HE WOOSTER (CLOSE TO CAM 
PUS) SSAtMBS ORaSSwSSI 
2 unique apts  avei  tor Summer or 
Lower summer rates DownatMia 
rxtwty deooretod turn, 2 bdrm. apt. 
b. kitchen I eating aree-S400rtno 
pajs ua Upetexs turn 1 bdrm. apt. 
(200/mo   plua  utl    364-1763 or 
362-3406  
Larga 1 bdrm apt. urdum. 2 oka. 
from   campus     354.1679.    Larry. 
Fum. 3 bdrm, (280 Fum. effi- 
ciency, (iso 266S CoetgeAlC 
363-3611.  
Two, 2 bdrm. apts ti duplex tor 4. 
non smoking tematot each. BdauS- 
futy fum sir cond , off street periong 
if needed, laundry tecBaaa. aun deck. 
Cal 353-0055. Mon.-frl. 8:30-12; 
1-4:30.  
Now renting tor 83-84 school year 
Houses end apartmente Bogga Real 
Eatato 352-9457, 362-3841, 364- 
1120.  
PARTY ROOM AVArLBLS 
SM Htferl (TJ 1S2-SS7S 
HOUSES 230 S 232 Lehman (380 
as. ( ua. 9 mo totee 354-2260 or 
362-9200.  
APT. TO SUBLEASE UNTIL JUNE 
OR LONGER. 134 1/2N. MAIN #3 
352-6337.  
Senior or Grad Male Rrnmto Private 
entrance, kitchen does to cernpua. 
I leatill aummer and 63-84 yr. 362- 
S043.  
nice Fum Apt., utl pd. 2 txhe west 
of campus 352-7766. 
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting tor 
Summer and Fal school year. 
Specwi Summer Retee 
Ptl: 362-9302 or 362-7366 eves. 
2 bdrm apts . 9 mo kteeea tor 4 M 
(110 so lor 3 si $120 ee. tor 2 at 
(150 aa Aknl bdrm. apta Al neer 
Camput 362-7385  
Now renting for aummer. Two bed- 
room, torn apt. Water, cable t.v. pax) 
lor ArC. pertdng tot. laundry tocaVJee. 
(400. tor tha summer, (260.  for 
thortor term. Cal 352-7162 
2 bdrm, ctaen and quiet, lei samea- 
tor  < gels 362-6040 altor 6. 
We have N as tor K-84 Rantalal 
1. 2, 3. 4 bdrme . In apts. house. 
oupkuee. Cal ua tor al your houtng 
needs, rewtove Menegement   336 
S. Matt 362-6620 
AvaSabta 
to Rent 
with cooking privilege 
■ am ll Clooe lo cernpua Cal New- 
xrve   ktaneoement    336  8. 
352 5620. 
1 or 2 bdrme Many to chooee from 
Cal Newtove Menegement 
33S S. Main 362-6620. 
Clooe to cempue 2 bdrm kjm apta 
FREE HEAT. WATER I SEWER 
Laundry leceWet in bUg 
Cat 362-6620.  
319 S Man: 2 bdrm turn apt. very 
rtatoiiatai tent. CAI NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT. 336 S Main. 362- 
6620  
BAER RENTALS 
VOTED B G "S* 1 LANDLORD 
2 BORM APTS -1/2 Bk. 2 BOSU 
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES 
352-4671 and 362-1600 
2 bdrm apt Reel cloee to cernpua 
and raaaonabla rent. Hal furnished 
Rant tor mat Of apnng end/or aum- 
mer 2 retrtge 4-aakt Cal 352 
44SS-0an or leave a maaaaga. 
Now renting lor fal Elflca, 2 bdrme. 
and 3 bdrm houeee  Depoeri. totee. 
NO PETS. 362-4266  
FOR RENT-NOW SIGNING 
LEASES FOR 4—MAN APTS. AT 
TIB rtk ST. (US par SEMESTER. 
CALL (S2-S7SS ar (SaVISBs. 
2 bdrm turn apt. 
nawty turn. * carpet 
362-2663  
1 Bdrm S 3 Bdrm. Apta. 
lor 83 84 ached year 
Cloee lo campus 
 1-876-7437  
ROOMS TO RENT: Aval now, cloee 
to cernpua. 1-267-3341.  
SLBaeaER RENTALS: HOUSES AND 
APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1-267- 
3341. 
I bdrm/ keuee 31B Pka St. 1983- 
84 achool year Summer rests 1- 
267-3341. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
IINIIH IMI'll      III  IM 
is.niif.iii MiiMii   i ill 
IIHIHSII      Hi til'I    [lUl.ld 
1111 III   HIM    HIIIIII.IHH 
: ii ii ii ii ii i :IMImi ii i 
fin I.I    j'.in in i 
lllHI.ils.il        I  in I    in ||( 
IIIMMMIIII I  I'J'111   I 
1111.11    HI IIII I.H   IIM'IIIII 
'I   III   I'M     lll'H 
HltllM   IIIK'I   IIJISil 
i nil ti in1 in    ; in in i i 
ISIH III      IIIH..I       1141.11111 
illl   I   I    lllllll-l    MlllJItl.l 
—yu  ninth    iiiii.ni 
DAILY C R( 
i 
ISSWORD PUZZLE 
1 Plot 
0 "Extra" man 
47 Scullt 
*6 Toecenlnl 
49 "God t Little 
50 Perueert of met. 
S3" tend end 
my land..." 
54 New Vork City. 
onos 
67 andenda 
56 Hamburg"! river 
59 Murallal Rivera 
60 Bom 
51 Card game 
62 Teke a sleeta 
DOWN 
1 LI'IAbner's 
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The Weekender is proud to present a special edition this week. The idea 
for this tabloid was conceived by Dr. Dennis Hale's Journalism 304 class, 
who wrote and designed it as well. It was created especially for you job 
hunters who mast face the graduation grind, so we hope it is informative 
and helpful. 
The Job Search 
March II, 1983/page 2 
Placement 
office helps 
reporter 
When the people at the University Job Placement 
Office advertise "BG Means Better Graduates," 
they really mean it The placement center, located 
in the Student Services Building, is quick to point 
out that it is not an employment center, but rather a 
ling stone for students searching for a job or 
I on to do graduate work. The center will 
[y the raw materials; however, the application 
of these materials is up to the student concerned 
a bout finding a place in the job market 
Graduation creeps up unexpectedly on the 
undergraduate and it is not a bad idea to be familiar 
with the placement center as early as junior year. 
For anyone wishing to use the placement 
program, whether the person is an undergraduate 
or graduate student or a full-time faculty or staff 
member, the first step toward registration is the 
completion of a credential form. Past employment, 
an unofficial transcript and awards and 
scholarships are reported on this one-page form. 
STEP TWO involves opening a credentials file 
which may be sent to employers and graduate 
schools. Included in this file should be an official 
grade transcript, a resume (which is optional for 
undergraduates), letters of recommendation (up to 
four for undergraduates and up to six for 
ates), and an optional autobiographical 
Bg News photo/Jerry Cattaneo 
When Ike Placement Office starts taking appointments tor Interviews, lines are sure to form. 
This completes most of the busy work. The rest is 
up to the student. The placement office offers job- 
seeking students seminars on resume writing, 
dressing for the interview, and applying to 
graduate schools. 
Also at the prospective employee's disposal are 
four libraries located in the Student Services 
Building. The Graduate Library houses 
information on almost every college graduate 
program in the United States. Brochures and fact 
sheets along with advice from professionals in the 
field are available from the Employment Library. 
The Government Library and Health and 
Community Service Library are two other 
resources. 
A videotaped mock interview with a staff 
member is also available for viewing. 
TRAINED PROFESSIONALS are on hand to 
answer questions and act as advisors when it comes 
to the placement program. The Falcon Network, a 
group of alumni who explain what the world is like 
in terms of the cost of living and job opportunities, 
is another service for University students. 
The placement center also publishes a 41-page 
Placement Manual. It explains the placement 
program, how to prepare for an interview, and 
choosing a resume format. 
Sample letters and resumes are another section 
of the booklet "Do's" and "Don't's" of 
interviewing are also included. Helpful hints and 
words of wisdom are scattered throughout the 
copy: "Job Hunter's Creed - 
Planning . persistence . patience . determination 
luck." 
College is lust a pop quiz. 
Life is the final exam. 
Reading 
Getting Hired 
* bj Edward J. Rogers, Corporate' 
Vie* Prwideni/PrriKinnrl Director, NW Ajer 
can help you prepare for 
your final exam. 
This book covers every aspect of 
the job seeking process including: 
•productive uae of time 
•technique for marketing yonnwlf 
•and more! 
FOR A COPY OF THIS BOOK 
COMPLETE THIS FORM: 
Hi; 
m\ 
GET THAT LOOK OF 
SUCCESS 
at 
Jo Ann's Lady Bug 
mi 
Julie Taggart 
203 Alpha Xi Delta      BG8U 372-5407 
 J 
llilllll 
Courtyard Square next to McDonald's 
HOURS: 
10-4 Mon.- Sat. 352-0059 
Successful dress projects power 
by Monica Orosi 
reporter 
Your physical appearance during an interview 
makes the first, important impression with a 
prospective employer. Looking your best will not 
only evoke a positive image to the interviewer; you 
will feel more confident and comfortable. 
A college student accustomed to casual denim 
and sweatshirts may find the thought of assembling 
an interviewing outfit and eventually building a 
working wardrobe confusing. General advice 
seems to stress conservatism and simplicity. Does 
this mean you should buy the most conservative 
navy blue suit and black shoes you can find? 
Well, maybe not. Neutral colors and classic styles 
are recommended by clothing advisors for their 
timelessness and powerful statement. Research 
shows that the potential for success is related to the 
way we dress. However, advice for powerful 
dressing varies. 
Internships 
lead to jobs 
oy ramara Brown 
reporter 
Confidence, enthusiasm and ambition are the 
keys to getting an internship, according to 
University advisors and students. 
"Students should approach it (an internship) 
with confidence, they should interview with 
confidence, and they should be positive," said 
Dr. Bill Coggin, director of the technical writing 
program. '"Students have something to offer to 
the industries. They should realize this and 
approach the situation as a situation in which 
there will be mutual benefit" 
According to Coggin, a student looking for an 
internship should keep in constant contact with 
the Co-op office, Placement, and the Career 
Counseling Center. Keeping in contact shows an 
interest in getting the job. 
Marie Hodge, an adviser in the College of 
Business Administration, agreed: "Students 
show initiative and enterprise by looking for an 
internship. Companies look for this and many 
won't hire a student unless they have done an 
internship." 
DARLENE THOMAS, an adviser in the 
College of Arts and Sciences, said, "Students 
should just be themselves, stress what their 
interests are and stress their skills." 
Thomas said an advantage of internships is 
that it gives students early experience and helps 
them decide if they are in the right major. 
Coggin, Hodge, and Thomas warned that 
students should check with their colleges and 
advisors before accepting an internship position. 
There are a number of forms which have to be 
filled out Also, not all jobs qualify for internship 
credit 
Once students have found an internship 
position they should do the same preparation as 
for a full-time job. 
Internships can also lead to full-time jobs, 
according to Hodge, who said mat many times 
Interns are hired back by the companies after 
graduation. 
But what do students have to say about 
Internships? 
The agree with the advisers. 
"BE ENTHUSIASTIC and show them you 
really want to work," said Jill Simms, a junior 
accounting and management information 
systems (MIS) double major. She added it is 
important to show enthusiasm because "there 
are so many out there competing for the jobs." 
Kim Ramsey, a junior fashion merchandising 
major, agreed. "Be really ambitious," she said. 
"Let them know that you really need it for your 
career. Stay extra hours and show initiative to do 
a lot of work." 
How does a student get an internship? 
By using his or her contacts. Contacts are very 
important Ramsey said she already knew her 
supervisor and that is bow she got her job. 
''Talk to friends and famUy,   recommended 
Coggin. "This is bow you find out about 
internships." 
Simms agreed. "I have tried every available 
source and slight contact," 
WILLIAM THOURLBY, former clothing advisor 
for presidents Nixon and Carter, advocates an 
ultra-conservative approach to business dress. In a 
recent seminar at the University, Thourlby outlined 
a plan for "impression management" 
Thourlby said clothes are the "package" for you, 
the product being sold.You will be judged on your 
honesty, knowledge and sincerity. An Intelligent 
approach to dress. Thourlby said, allows you to 
"package yourself for the task at hand," because 
"people trust what they see, not what they hear." 
Appropriate dress for "the task at hand" includes 
separating your business and leisure attire as well 
as knowing what colors denote seriousness and 
power. 
Thourlby uses a shading scale of 1 to 10 to explain 
his concept of power. Black, the most powerful, is 
10; white is 1. Your first suit purchases should be in 
the upper half of the spectrum. Thourlby 
recommends first buying 5 suits which can be worn 
year-round. 
The darker the suit, the more serious and formal 
the individual appears. Thourlby illustrated this in 
a slide show. 
He emphasised garment quality -buying the best 
from bead to toe. High quality suits are necessary 
even for the recent graduate because they assert 
your desire to enter the field. Dress for "where you 
are going, not where you are," Thourlby said. "The 
world pays whatever price you put on yourself." 
DR. DEANNA RADELOFF, associate professor 
of home economics, offers a less conservative 
approach which may apply to persons seeking jobs 
other than those in toe strict corporate world. 
Radeloff recently started her own business of color 
coding people for success which she applies to a 
successful dressing formula. 
She acknowledged that moderate dress is 
preferable for an interview, because she said we 
are in a conservative era. Radeloff said one good 
suit is a must in the professional world. It is 
sensible to get a neutral color and style that will 
last, but it doesn't have to mean a strained budget. 
"It is not the cost, it's how you get it to look," she 
said. 
Color is an important part of the look. Everyone 
has natural body colors that look best with certain 
clothing colors. 
Skin tone, eye and hair color tend to be warm or 
cool. Camels and browns are best for warm colored 
individuals; cool colored individuals look well in 
blues and grays. 
So if you know brown is your color, "Wear it," 
Radeloff advised. "Why not find out what really 
makes you look the best? The better you look, the 
better you will perform." 
BRIGHT FASHION COLORS should not be worn 
for a job interview, Radeloff said. A dress may be 
appropriate but should be worn with a jacket. 
rtA jacket is authority." A matching suit is not 
always necessary, but Radeloff cautioned that in 
business, "separates convey you cannot afford 
matching clothes." 
It is important to adjust dress habits to your field. 
An elementary education teacher, for example, 
may look too severe in a very conservative dark 
colored suit. Radeloff also noted that once on the job, you may discover more relaxed dress habits 
are possible. 
Clothing advisers vary somewhat in their 
recommendations for dress: however, all 
acknowledge research which supports importance 
of appearance in a job interview and later, in 
building a successful career. 
Radeloff and Thourlby do agree on basic 
guidelines. 
A neutral suit styled for lasting wear is a good 
starting point A traditionally cut suit will outlast 
fashion trends. Single-breasted jackets are best. 
Notch cut Iapels-21/2 inches in width for women, 3 
1/2 inches for men-are a classic style. Look for 
details like real .bone buttons and welt pockets. 
FIT is very important. Seams should not pucker, 
armholes should fit comfortably. 
A slightly loose fit is better than one a bit fight. 
Proportion of jacket to pants or jacket to skirfis 
- jdeloff said the body provides natural markings 
for length. The best sleeve length should fall at the 
bend of the wrist. A good jacket length is the point 
where the leg joins the hip. Skirt length should be 
below the knee, brushing the fullest part of the calf. 
Scarves and ties should not be overwhelming - 
small prints or stripes blend best. Radeloff said a 
good rule is to look at yourself from 10 feet away: if 
you can see the print in the tie, take it off and wear 
something more unobtrusive. 
Finally, do not forget accessories. Simple jewelry 
and a scarf in the breast pocket of your jacket can 
add an individual touch. Good leather shoes in a 
dark color and a bag or briefcase are a worthwhile 
investment. 
"Take a truthful look at yourself," Radeloff 
advises. Adjust your wardrobe so you look your 
best Then do your best. "Stay in command." 
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Rapid Printing 
by Laurie Madden 
fttff reporter 
FOR SALE ... BGSU GRAD. 
Although selling oneself has not 
always been thought of favorably, the 
tight job market has forced students 
to assert themselves by enticing 
prospective employers. 
This enticement should began with 
the resume, laid Florence Lehman, 
associate Erector of the University 
Placement Service. 
Despite the fact that employers 
only spend 10 seconds reviewing a 
resume, many hours should be 
invested by students in preparing 
their resumes. 
A resume works as an 
advertisement of oneself and should 
focus attention on an individual's 
strongest qualifications. This can be 
accomplished by emphasizing 
educational ana won experiences 
and personal characteristics which 
will reinforce your qualifications. 
It is important to realize and bring 
attention to qualifications employers 
value. This will enhance the 
employer's interest, because 
employers are looking for people who 
will fit their organizational mode. 
"A RESUME will not get you the 
job, but it will assist you." Lehman 
said. "A resume is an attempt to 
interest the potential employer with 
the experience you have/' 
Many people chose to Include a 
professional objective as part of the 
resume. This should state immediate 
career goals and should be as precise 
as possible, i*hm«n said. 
Professional objectives can be 
further developed in cover letters, she 
said. It is important to keep resumes 
succinct; they usually should not 
exceed one page. 
There are two resume styles used 
frequently by students. The 
chronological resume lists 
experiences in a reverse 
chronological order. This resume is 
appealing to recent college 
graduates, because it emphasizes 
education, work experiences, campus 
activities and awards. 
Those students with more job- 
related experience should utilize a 
functional resume style. Instead of 
calling attention to education and 
campus activities, it focuses on 
professional skills. 
A FUNCTIONAL RESUME would 
be ideal for students who have 
acquired skills through internships or 
cooperative work experiences. 
fa both styles of resumes students 
should list all job i 
All employment experience should be 
listed whether it is full-time or part- 
time, summer or volunteer work. 
nces should be specific, 
! the type of work 
I and any special 
assignments worked on. 
"Resumes should be neat and 
factual and error-free," Lehman said. 
She also suggested getting resumes 
professionally printed. 
Resumes should be printed on non- 
white stock, which has a better 
chance of being noticed, she said. 
A cover letter should accompany 
resumes. The cover letter persuades 
employers to read the resume to find 
out more about the applicant. 
Cover letters offer the opportunity 
to individualize with each employer. 
Each letter should include the name 
of the organization, employer and his 
or her title. 
THE LETTER should identify the 
position being applied for and reasons 
for interest. The letter should 
conclude by stating the applicant's 
availability for interviews. 
Applicants should remember first 
impressions are lasting ones, and the 
cover letter may make the first 
impression on the prospective 
employer. 
Correspondence should not end 
after this initial contact If the 
employer has not answered the 
request for an Interview, follow-up 
letters are appropriate. 
These letters should remind the 
employer of the applicant's interest. 
The follow-up letter should not be a 
duplicate of the first letter of inquiry. 
University tries to get 
out-of-state recruiters 
March 11, 1983 /page 5 
by Jean Dim to 
repertei 
Became Ohio has the fourth highest 
unemployment rate in the country, 
graduating University students are 
looking for Jobs in other states. 
Many students believe the 
Southweat ii abundant with 
opportunities, but the Southwest, 
imiimMiij Texas la no longer as 
proaaaiuua, Dr. Leo Navin, professor 
of economics, said. 
"It seem* that the New England 
states are in the best shape. This area 
(Ohio and Michigan) has been hit 
hardest with unemployment because 
of the auto industry," be said. 
Ohio's unemployment rate was not 
far behind West Virginia, Alabama 
and Michigan's rates according to 
Decembers issue of Employment and 
Earnings published by the U.S. Labor 
, Mich, had the highest 
at rate in the country - 
20.6 percent. The Warren- 
Youngstown area in Ohio followed 
with 17.9 percent. 
If students decided to look outside of 
Ohio for Jobs, the University 
Placement office can help them 
relocate, Florence Lehman, assistant 
director of.Placement.said. 
PLACEMENT RECRUITERS try 
to bring employers from all over the 
country to the University. "We make 
calls all over for referrals - nine out 
of 10 schools don't do that," Lehman 
said. 
Placement receives job vacancies 
from all over the nation, but the 
majority of positions are in education 
Placement offers several services 
to students in their search including 
an employment library, phone books 
of major metropolitan dues and 
recruiter lists from the past three 
years. 
"Staff members have personal 
contacts all over the country in 
government, health and community 
services and higher education," 
Lehman said. 
Placement also has a national 
directory of professional 
organizations and their addresses, 
aid keeps reciprocal lists of job 
opportunities with 25 colleges and 
universities. 
ALUMNI who belong to the Falcon 
Network can give students 
information about job opportunity in 
their area. "We have alumni in most 
regions of the-country, and they have 
been very helpful in giving 
information about jobs and the areas 
they live," Lehman said. 
Looking for a job out-of-state is not 
a dead end issue, she said. ""They can 
help the student put the needle in the 
haystack, but there are limited things 
we can do," she added. 
According to students. Placement 
has not been that helpful in searching 
for out-of-state employment Penny 
Jo Leighner, senior recreation 
administration major, wants to 
relocate in the Southwest and has 
relied on her own resources to make 
job contacts. 
"Placement couldn't really help me 
because they don't usually bring 
employers from other states to the 
University," she said. 
Leighner belongs to several 
professional recreation student 
organizations which have helped her 
make job contacts. 
SINCE SHE WANTS to work for a 
At the end of 1182, the U.S. Department of Labor issued unemployment 
•tattatics for the year. Looking at these rates might help you decide which 
states have greater oppsrtunities for jobs (data taken from U.S. News & 
World Report, Feb. 28,1983): 
Numbers represent percent of unemployment. 
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convention center, she wrote to the 
senators of the states she is interested 
to for information. 
i.»igtmw contacted relatives and 
friends in different states asking them 
for assistance and she used recreation 
and convention magazines and travel 
agencies to obtain leads. 
Tracy Collins, senior journalism 
major, has been searching for a 
newspaper position. "I didn't hear too 
many good things about Placement 
and I knew in my major, I was going 
to have to search myself," be said. 
Collins made a list ot cities be 
wanted to work in and decided to be 
flexible when be made his decisions. 
"I REALLY didn't set too much 
help from anyone. Unfortunately, 
professors don't know too much about 
the papers and the areas I am looking 
at," he said. 
Collins said he is sending references 
and published examples of his writing 
to employers to save additional red 
tape. '"They'll appreciate it more if I 
just send them along with my 
resume," he added. 
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Co-ops create good corporate entry point 
byJeeStftt 
Nfjrtg 
The Cooperative Education Program (Co-op) 
gives students a chance to get valuable work 
experience while working toward graduation, 
according to Dr. Bruce Smith, director. 
The co-op program is open to students in all 
academic areas. Co-op introduces to career-related 
jobs while completing academic progress. 
"Co-op is used by employers as a screening 
program for possible employment," Smith said. "If 
the employer is happy with the student, and the 
student is happy with employer, undoubtedly there 
wffl be a Job offer there.'' . 
Employers take co-op students as part of a 
training and recruiting program. Smith said. The 
number of positions available depends on the job 
market The employer will only hire students from 
the academic discipline which they need. 
Engineering and computer science co-ops are more 
available at this time. 
EMPLOYERS LOOK closely at a student's grade 
point average. Smith said there are three levels of 
grade points involved with co-ops. 
A few companies will ask for students with a 3.5 
GPA or above. A 3.0 GPA will open a student to all 
of the positions the program offers. A grade point 
average below 3.0 makes it more difficult for a 
student to obtain a co-op position, Smith said. 
Grades are not the only element involved in the 
hiring of a student, however. The employer will also 
look at how well the student interviews. 
"I dont care If the student has a 3.9 grade point or 
a 19," he said. "He has to be able to interview well 
to be considered for a position. It is that 
competitive." 
One company showed Smith the rating sheets of 
students from all the universities they considered, 
he said. Any student who did not interview well, 
regardless of his grade point, would have "do not 
consider" written on the application. 
EMPLOYERS look at bow well the student 
presents himself, and how well he handles himself 
ui the interview. Smith said it is helpful to know a 
little about the company, and ask intelligent 
questions about their operation. 
"When a student comes in the office you can get a 
tremendous impression of him," be said. "They (the company (want someone who is motivated and 
truly interested in what they win do at that 
company." 
There are two co-op programs. In the parallel 
mode, the student works part-time for multiple fmiitm while taking a reduced course load. In 
the alternating mode, the student works full-time 
off-campus for one semester or longer in rare 
cases, then returns to classes the following 
semester. 
A student who wishes to apply for a coHop position 
should go to the co^op office (222 Administration 
Building) and fill out a green file folder. The 
student will then be asked to prepare a resume and 
provide a current transcript 
"WE WORK as a brokerage operation between 
the employer and the student," Smith said. "Our 
basic stance is: if the student is happy and the 
employer is happy, then we're happy. But our 
number one concern is the student/' 
The Co-op program has had a variety of success 
stories. Every student who finishes his work 
assignment is a success on bis own level, Smith 
One student had six assignments with a Toledo 
firm. She graduated a year and a half after her 
class, but she had money in her pocket and a 
bachelor's degree in her hand. She was also lucky 
enough to be working at the company when a 
change-over occurred. She was made supervisor of 
one ot the larger departments. 
Another student spent last winter quarter 
working for a company in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Her 
office overlooked the beach, Smith said. 
"I called her one aay to check on how she was 
doing," he said. "I couldn't reach her because she 
had taken a swim in the beach during her lunch 
break. It was snowing here, and my office 
overlooks the smokestack.'' 
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Learn about company before the interview 
by Carol Crou 
reporter 
You have got your resume made up and sent out, 
you are all dressed up in your brand-new "dress for 
success" suit. Now it is time for that all-important 
part of the job search - the interview. The interview 
Is vitally important because this is where you really 
have to "sell yourself' and convince an employer 
you should be considered for that position. 
According to Dr. Florence Lehman, associate 
director of the University Placement Center, it is 
wise to do reasearch on the employer before any 
interview. "Many students have problems in 
interviews because they are not prepared, they 
have not done their homework on the company." 
You should learn about their organization, 
programs, products and geographic location. Much 
of this information can be found in the Employment 
Library in the Student Services Building or at the 
University library. 
Being knowledgeable about the employer will 
help generate enthusiasm, confidence, show 
interest and enable you to question the interviewer 
during the interview. "Asking questions shows real 
interest in the position. We encourage students to do 
this although many tend not to," Lehman said. 
THE PLACEMENT CENTER has a sample list 
of these questions from which you can work to 
prepare your own list for each interview. Examples 
are: "Exactly what sort of a person are you looking 
for to fill this Job?" "What plans do you have for 
controlling your inventory?'' "How do you rate 
your competition?" 
A line must be drawn, however, between knowing 
what you want to ask and sounding rehearsed and 
"You have to work at the art of questioning. Voice 
inflection is very important, and you must show 
sincerity," Lehman said. 
For the actual interview, give yourself plenty of 
time to arrive, find a parking spot, and compose 
yourself. 
Greet the interviewer by name and in a friendly 
but businesslike manner. "A firm handshake is 
important for men and women too," Lehman said. 
She described three basic types of interviews, the 
indirect, the direct and the stress interview. 
THE INDIRECT is the most common. In this 
situation you are asked • number of open-ended 
questions. You should answer these in some depth. 
Lehman said. "Some students tend to give 'yes' and 
'no' answers without going to the very heart of the 
matter and discussing it. 
The direct interview usually consists of direct 
questions that only require the 'yes' and 'no' 
responses. 
"Avoid slang terms and cliches like 
'you know' and 'stuff like that,' and 
do not speak poorly of former em- 
ployers . . . Eye contact is a sign of 
sincerity and honesty. If you avoid it, 
it looks like you have something to 
hide." 
-Dr. Florence Lehman 
The stress interview is one in which the 
interviewer may bluntly disagree with your 
answers, and argue with you. "This interviewer 
wants to see how well the recruit can think on his 
feet and how he or she reacts in a high-pressure 
situation." Lehman's advice for someone in this 
situation is to"show your enthusiasm regardless of 
the attitude of the employer, be realistic, keep cool 
and do your best" 
The placement manual lists some questions that 
are commonly asked of recruits in interviews. 
"Why did you choose your particular field of 
work?" "In what type of position are you most 
interested?" "What are your long-range career 
goals?" 
LEHMAN ADVISES recruits to study the 
questions and prepare answers to them. The 
manual suggests that you practice the responses 
with a friend. It will help you form complete, but 
dear and concise responses. "The recruiter wants 
to see if you can articulate well, if you really want 
the position and if you really can handle the 
position," Lehman said. 
Lehman had other tips for interviewees. "Avoid 
slang terms and cliches like 'you know' and 'stuff 
like that,' and do not speak poorly of former 
employers." 
She said eye contact is very important in the 
interview. "Eye contact is a sign of sincerity and 
honesty. If you avoid it, it looks like you have 
something to hide." You do not, however, have to 
engage in a stare-down with the person. You can 
look away at times as long as it is in a relaxed and 
natural manner. 
Lehman discourages recruits from asking about 
salaries or benefits during the first interview. "This 
could give the impression you're more interested in 
the salary and the fringe benefits than in the 
position. They may wonder what kind of work you'll 
do if you're so concerned about these." 
AT THE END of the interview restate your 
interest in the position, ask when you may expect to 
hear from them and thank them for their time. 
After the interview, take time to evaluate it. Look 
for your interviewing strengths and weaknesses. If 
you feel you are having some problems, make an 
appointment with a placement counselor to discuss 
them. The Placement Center offers printed 
information and can offer a videotaped mock 
interview to help. 
Interviewing is the key to finding that job, so you 
have to be successful at it, Lehman said. 
"Employers want you to be able to convince them 
that you're right for the position, especially when 
there are so many people unemployed. You have to 
show them why they should hire you as opposed to 
someone who has 20 years of experience/' 
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Rejection letters part of corporate system 
by Catty Mp 
leporter  
You have bought your suit and stood in line for 
sign-ops. You have studied corporate histories for 
hours on end and you have interviewed. You have 
written resumes, cover letters and thank-you notes 
and it all comes down to that envelope lying on the 
table. 
Oh sure, it looks innocent enough - a long white 
envelope embossed with a corporate name and 
address. But tucked neatly inside is an answer to 
your future. As you pick it up and eye it carefully, 
you notice it is suspiciously light. That usually 
means only one thing. Once you open it and begin to 
read, your fears are confirmed - you have been 
Maybe rejected is too strong a word. In fact, I am 
sure it is. What has actually happened is that the 
company you interviewed with either "has no 
openings in line with your qualifications," or "can 
offer you no encouragement at this time." 
Nowhere is the word "rejected" ever mentioned. 
Corporate managers are pretty thoughtful that 
way. They try to let you down as easy and as 
painlessly as possible through the use of flowery 
corporate jargon. 
ONE OF my favorites came from Proctor and 
Gamble to a senior marketing 
research/advertising major (who shall remain 
nameless so as not to bring shame on her family 
and friends). This senior was informed that her 
"file was no longer being pursued." What does that 
mean? In an attempt to avoid the brutality of being 
blunt, meaningless euphemisms are usea. 
Flowery phrases aside, rejection letters still 
Rejection letters represent something 
else that seniors often forget. They 
are proof that you have been out there 
working hard trying to find a job. 
That is something to keep in mind and 
be proud of when you begin to feel 
unwanted in the corporate world. 
mean that you did not get the job. And that is pretty 
hard for a lot of seniors to handle; unless they have 
a sense of humor and a touch of optimism. 
"I only have two so far, so I'm not too worried," 
said Laurie Brodbeck, a production/procurement 
major. "I'm getting better with each interview I do 
ana each cover letter I write. So I'm still very 
hopeful." 
Another senior recalled reading somewhere that 
each rejection letter is one step closer to another 
Job. 
Rejection letters represent something else that 
seniors often forget. They are proof that you have 
been out there working hard trying to find a job. 
That is something to keep in mind and be proud of 
when you begin to feel unwanted in the corporate 
world. 
JEFF ENSMAN and his roommates Todd Baird, 
Mark Baker and Mark Dolan are all proud of their 
employment-seeking efforts. So proud, in fact, that 
they have posted the 62 rejection letters they have 
received on their living room wall. That is pretty 
impressive wallpaper, considering some of the 
companies represented include Kodak, RCA, 
Arthur Anderson, TRW and Marathon. 
"At least it shows we're trying," said Ensman, a 
production operations management major. 
If you find you need a little help to keep seeing the 
bright and funny side of rejection letters, I know just what you need. Toward the end of each 
semester. Main St. advertises a special which 
enables you to get a free drink by bringing in a 
rejection letter. 
So keep checking the paper and start off an 
evening with a free drink. By the end of the night I 
am sure you will be able to see the humor in just 
about anything. 
When your folks forgot they already 
sent you spending money 
"Looks like a Stroh Light night/' 
On that rare occasion, when you 
find younetf with extra money treat 
yourself and your friends to a night 
youl remember. A Stroh light night 
Stroh Light s the great-tasting beer 
that doesn't fill you up. 
The truth is, whether you've 
gotten surprise money or not, for 
great times, Stroh Light is always 
a good investment. 
"LooksUkea   _ 
Stroh Light night" 
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